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COLLECTIONS OF LINKED DATABASES 

FIELD 

0001. The technology described herein is generally 
directed to making and using inferential networks. The tech 
nology is further directed to making inferential networks 
using data generated from directed searches of collections of 
linked databases. 

BACKGROUND 

0002. When seeking information, many people rely upon 
Sources such as the internet, intranets, pamphlets, magazines, 
and advertisements to provide them with adequate informa 
tion and ultimately to aid in their decision-making process. In 
their searches, however, such sources often include barriers 
that prevent people from acquiring the valid, reliable and 
useful information they need. Notably, the anonymity of 
interconnected computer networks (e.g., the internet) pre 
vents people from trusting the reliability of the information 
source. Clearly, most people would rather consult their 
friends and colleagues that they know and trust on a first name 
basis—or knowledgeable people that they know through their 
friends and colleagues—when seeking the answer to a par 
ticular question. For example, it is well known that informal 
communication via personal communication networks 
allows decision makers to reduce the uncertainty regarding 
unfamiliar technologies and/or products by questioning and 
consulting trusted others. Posing questions to the members of 
one's personal communication network allows individuals to 
obtain first, second, and third-hand accounts from individuals 
they know directly or through intermediaries. 
0003. Theoretically, the varied experiences of one's net 
work of peers, acquaintances, and people connected to the 
person through countless others should more than adequately 
serve to answer one's questions. Unfortunately, experiential 
and other knowledge can be difficult to procure; because 
people are unaware of who in their interpersonal network has 
experience or information regarding the information they 
seek, informal searches for advice can seem arbitrary, unfo 
cused, and inefficient. The absence of a formal map or knowl 
edge of communication structure prevents the person from 
realizing the full potential of the collective IQ of his network 
of friends and colleagues. 
0004 Social network analysis is known and has been 
described as the mapping and measuring of relationships and 
flows between people, groups, organizations, computers, or 
other information/knowledge processing entities. 
0005 Social network analysis (SNA) can be used togen 
erate data and draw conclusions based upon the flow of infor 
mation (or other resources) within a social network. SNA 
maps the relationships of people within a social network in 
order to monitor, understand, and utilize the informational 
flow within the network—who do people get their informa 
tion from and who do they give it to? A social network is 
distinct from an organizational chart because the organiza 
tional chart shows formal relationships—who works where 
and who reports to whom. On the other hand, a social-net 
work-analysis map shows more informal relationships—who 
knows who and who do they share information with. SNA 
therefore facilitates visualizing and understanding personal 
relationships that can either facilitate or impede knowledge 
creation and sharing. 
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0006 While social network analysis is known, little has 
been done to streamline its use in an effort to maximize its 
potential. Further, implementations of social-network analy 
sis have yet to be fully explored. Specifically, most individu 
als interested in Social network data have merely conducted 
interviews or surveys to obtain the data, and they have then 
kept the conclusions drawn from Such data exclusively in the 
world of academia. For example, sociologists who studied the 
diffusion of hybrid seeds through the social networks of farm 
ers in Iowa published their findings in academic journals. 
They did not, however, disclose the conclusions that they 
reached based on the analysis of their data to the general 
public. 
0007 SNA is gaining popularity in the field of marketing 
in order to facilitate the diffusion of innovations (e.g., new 
products) through customer networks. To this end, a number 
of companies have conducted preliminary data analyses 
using SNA in an attempt to map customer networks and 
determine who most customers contact for advice within a 
particular domain. In theory, if a company can identify and 
market to the Small percentage of people that make up the 
opinion leadership or opinion leaders within a given customer 
network, they can lower both the cost of marketing and the 
time it takes for the innovation to diffuse through the cus 
tomer network. Marketing departments are therefore anxious 
to identify "opinion leaders' within a given field. Such indi 
viduals are often highly connected "hubs’ within a social 
network web, and they are important targets for marketing 
because other members in the customer network often go to 
them for advice regarding the latest trends and innovations. 
Clearly, the ability to selectively target opinion leaders, which 
may cut advertising and marketing costs while simulta 
neously increasing the effectiveness of marketing messages, 
would be highly beneficial. However, with current technol 
ogy, collecting, mapping, and identifying what role each 
potential customer plays within a given network demands 
considerable time, effort, and money-making such an 
approach prohibitive to all but a few companies. 
0008 While companies first demonstrated interest in the 

utility of SNA for targeted marketing in the 1950's, prior-art 
technology is slow and cumbersome. Most recently in the 
pharmaceutical domain, some pharmaceutical companies 
gathered relational information within the medical field by 
sending a two-page survey to approximately 800,000 physi 
cians in the United States. The pharmaceutical companies 
paid each participating physician approximately $250 for 
their time, but the survey yielded only a 5% to 8% response 
rate this equates to a one time S10,000,000 to $16,000,000 
data-collection procedure. Further limitations on the accu 
racy or utility of such a strategy include the “static nature of 
a one-time Survey that fails to capture the dynamic nature of 
Social networks. 

0009. Additional prior-art methods for performing SNA 
exist. One prior art method attempts to draw an inference on 
who is well known and influential within the field of medicine 
based on general publications, conference presentations and 
disclosures. This prior-art method is clearly limited in its lack 
of a Social-network map that clearly depicts the informal and 
formal communication links between physicians. In other 
words, the approach is lacking because the data does not 
directly and clearly correspond to advice, influence, or com 
munication among physicians. Clearly, a new approach to the 
collection of reliable, valid, meaningful, and cost-effective 
Social-network data is needed. 
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0010. In the domains of leisure and entertainment, parlor 
games such as "Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon' and websites 
such as "Friendster” and "LinkedIn' have demonstrated the 
ability of an internet system to create social networks of 
friends and business associates for the purposes of making 
friends, finding dates, identifying potential job candidates, 
and seeking employment. A major drawback of Such popular 
Social-network sites, however, is the seemingly arbitrariness 
of the links between users. Allowing “friends' to link to one 
another in a situation that almost promotes competition to 
score high Volumes of links creates a chaotic environment 
wherein the context, strength, or value of relationships 
between users cannot be ascertained. Arbitrary links under 
mine the utility of social networks that purport to connect 
people to trustworthy second and third-degree contacts pre 
mised upon mutual “friends.” Therefore, the data captured 
and utilized by these websites is highly unreliable. Because 
the websites have not set parameters, guidelines, or norms to 
governor define the links between users, the social networks 
generated by these sites provide limited aid to users and are 
nearly useless to parties interested in using Social-network 
data for their own purposes. 
0011 Prior-art methods for inviting new people into social 
networks online or indicating first-degree contacts via a Sur 
vey typically lack the Sophistication to accurately capture the 
directionality of an established social-network link. It is gen 
erally known that social-network links can be either unidirec 
tional (e.g., from A to B) or bi-directional (e.g., from A to B 
and from B to A). Capturing reliable, valid, and meaningful 
Social-network data typically necessitates the directionality 
of the links within a social-network. Establishing and record 
ing accurate directionality information about social-network 
links increases both the meaning and utility of a social-net 
work map and Social-network data generated therefrom. 
Prior-art methods for inviting (or listing) people into a social 
network often erroneously or prematurely infer bi-directional 
relationships—and misinterpretation of the directionality of a 
link leads to misleading information. 
0012 More specifically, prior-art methods directed to 
determining the directionality of social-network links do not 
provide a way to confirm the actual existence of a unidirec 
tional or bi-directional link. For example, in the prior art, a 
first person will typically declare that a second person is 
linked to the first person, and as a result, the second person is 
incorporated into the first person's Social network as a unidi 
rectional or bi-directional link. Note that the prior-art meth 
ods don't provide for a way to confirm the existence or direc 
tionality of the link. In other words, the prior art doesn't 
provide for a method by which the second person can confirm 
or deny the relationship that the first person has alleged. 
Further, ifa first person listed a second person as a member of 
the first person's social network, then the prior art doesn't 
provide a way to consult the second person as a way to 
confirm the relationship. The art therefore needs a more accu 
rate method for determining the directionality of a social 
network link. 

0013 Relatedly, prior-art internet search engines are typi 
cally designed to match search criteria general words, 
names, phrases, etc.—with a list of “best fit' websites, based 
upon keywords and the popularity of the websites. The recent 
application of Social networks to such search engines has 
introduced the concept of including evaluation of websites by 
an individual's contacts in the ranked presentation of the “best 
fit' websites. There still, however, remains a need in the art for 
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an electronic search engine that can both: identify individuals 
in a field of interest that have knowledge regarding the 
searched topic and how the searcher is connected through a 
set of inteimediaries to the individual that possesses the 
knowledge, and allows the searcher to ascertain the degree to 
which the person and information can be trusted. 
0014 Prior-art methods for performing broadcast 
searches of data are well known. And broadcast searching is 
widely used in many areas of technology today. Broadcast 
searching can generally be described as a search method that 
searches all available searchable data in an effort to locate the 
sought-after data. Broadcast searching can be slow and cum 
bersome, and there is therefore a need in the art for an addi 
tional search method for searching collections of databases 
and social networks. 

SUMMARY 

0015. In general, the present technology described herein 
provides a method of informing a reader of an electronic 
document that the reader's personal communication network 
includes a database that is likely to possess information on a 
topic related to a word appearing in the electronic document. 
The method comprises the steps of comparing text recited in 
the electronic document and content within the database in 
the reader's personal communication network, identifying a 
relationship between the word appearing in the electronic 
document and the content within the database in the reader's 
personal communication network, and displaying a visual 
indicator distinguishing the word from each word in the elec 
tronic document that is unrelated to the content within the 
database in the reader's personal communication network. 
0016. The technology described herein further provides a 
system for informing a reader of an electronic document that 
the reader's personal communication network includes a 
database that is likely to possess information on a topic 
related to a word appearing in the electronic document. The 
system comprises a network that includes a server and a 
remotely-located terminal in communication with the server 
over a communication link, wherein at least one of the server 
and the terminal comprises means for comparing text recited 
in the electronic document and content within database in the 
reader's personal communication network, means for identi 
fying a relationship between the word appearing in the elec 
tronic document and at least a portion of the content within 
the database in the reader's personal communication network, 
and means for displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the 
word from each word in the electronic document that is unre 
lated to the content within the database in the reader's per 
Sonal communication network. 
0017. The technology described herein further provides a 
computer-readable medium having computer-executable 
instructions for performing a method comprising the steps of 
identifying a word included in an electronic document that is 
related to a topic about which a reader of the electronic 
document can likely obtain useful information from a data 
base in the reader's personal communication network, and 
displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the word from 
other words included in the electronic document. 
0018. The technology described herein further provides 
for a method for of identifying and linking a database in a 
reader's personal communication network with a related term 
in an electronic document. The method including, comparing 
text recited in an electronic document with databases in the 
reader's personal communication network to determine a 
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related database, identifying a relationship between the 
related term in the electronic document and content within the 
related database in the reader's personal communication net 
work, and displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the 
related term from text in the electronic document that is 
unrelated to the content in the databases in the reader's per 
Sonal communication network. 
0019. The technology described herein further comprises 
the steps of comparing text recited in the electronic document 
and content within the database in the reader's personal com 
munication network, identifying a relationship between the 
word appearing in the electronic document and the content 
within the database in the reader's personal communication 
network, and displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the 
word from each word in the electronic document. 

DEFINITIONS 

0020. A seed database is a database within a collection of 
linked databases, wherein the seed database acts as an origi 
nating database from which all other databases stem. Stated 
differently, a seed database is a database that is a central hub 
in the collection of databases, and all other databases within 
the collection are linked either directly or indirectly to the 
seed database. 
0021. A direct link between databases occurs where there 
are no intervening databases between two linked databases. 
An example of a direct link is provided: 

D D 

0022 wherein each D represents a database. 
0023. An indirect database link occurs where there is at 
least one intervening database between two databases that are 
indirectly linked. An example of an indirect link is provided: 

D.--D-i-D, 

0024 wherein D are databases that are indirectly linked; 
0025 wherein each D represents a database; and 
0026 wherein n is an integer greater than or equal to 1. 
0027. A non-limiting example of indirectly linked data 
bases, wherein there are three intervening databases, is pro 
vided: 

0028. In one embodiment, a social-network search anchor 
can generally be described as a first-degree contact in a 
searcher's Social network that the searcher designates as 
being likely to possess information on aparticular Subject that 
is being searched or know of someone who does. In another 
embodiment, a Social-network search anchor is a first-degree 
contact in a searcher's Social network that the searcher des 
ignates as being likely to have a social-network profile con 
taining data related to at least a portion of the sought-after 
data. The searchanchoracts as the database/node to which all 
other databases/nodes are compared when making the rela 
tive determination of which database/node is to be searched 
next when conducting a directed search. 
0029. A search anchor can generally be described as a 
database that the searcher designates as being likely to pos 
sess information on a particular subject that is being searched 
or be directly linked to a database that has the information on 
a particular subject that is being searched. Additionally, a 
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search anchor is a database that the searcher designates as 
being likely to have searchable data that is related to at least a 
portion of the sought-after data. The search anchor acts as the 
database/node to which all other databases/nodes are com 
pared when making the relative determination of which data 
base/node is to be searched next when conducting a directed 
search. 
0030. In an additional embodiment a social-network 
search anchor is a first-degree contact in a searcher's Social 
network that the searcher designates as being most likely, 
relative to all of the searcher's first-degree contacts, to have a 
Social-network profile containing data that will match at least 
a portion of the search topic or search String. In another 
embodiment, a Social-network search anchor is a first degree 
node that is designated as being likely to be directly or indi 
rectly connected to personal-communication-network mem 
bers or nodes who have the sought-after information. 
0031. A social-network profile can generally be described 
as information relating to a social-network member. In one 
embodiment, a social-network profile is made up of informa 
tion that has been input by the social-network member. In 
another embodiment, the social-network profile is itself a 
searchable database. 
0032. A personal-communication-network member is a 
person that is a node in a personal communication network. 
0033. An opinion leader is a person that has an above 
average ability to influence people in a field of interest. 
0034. A field of interest is an area of specialization. 
0035 Personal-communication-network data is any infor 
mation related to or generated from a personal communica 
tion network. Non-limiting examples of personal-communi 
cation-network data include: electronic invitations to current 
and/or new members of a personal-communication network, 
archives of personal-communication-network communica 
tions, persons that are personal-communication-network 
members, a communication generated from or directed to 
personal-communication-network member, a personal-com 
munication-network member's FAQ's data, archived search 
terms generated by a personal-communication-network 
member, a personal-communication-network member's field 
of interest, keywords used by a personal-communication 
network member, phrases used by a personal-communica 
tion-network member, personal-communication-network 
member names, a personal-communication-network mem 
ber's specialty or field of interest, the context of a communi 
cation to or from a personal-communication-network mem 
ber, a personal-communication-network member's 
geographic location, Schools attended or general educational 
background information of a personal-communication-net 
work member, a personal-communication-network mem 
ber's graduation year, a personal-communication-network 
member's work location or place of business, a personal 
communication-network member's profession, a personal 
communication-network members insurance information, a 
personal-communication-network member's clinical inter 
ests, a personal-communication-network member's research 
interests, a personal-communication-network member's 
patients or clients, or any combination thereof. 
0036) A personal communication network is a type of 
Social network that is directed to and based upon communi 
cation links between nodes. A communication link can gen 
erally be described as a link between a first node and a second 
node, wherein the communication link is established or based 
upon the communication Subject matter between the two 
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nodes. Note that the link is not based solely upon the fact that 
a first node knows a second node, but instead the link is 
directed to a common field of interest between the first and 
second node. Further, a personal communication network is 
directed to identifying to whom a personal-communication 
network member talks to regarding a particular Subject or 
field of interest. Because a personal communication network 
has communication links that have been created based upon 
who a node communicates with and seeks advice from or 
gives advice to regarding the common field of interest, per 
Sonal communication networks are also commonly referred 
to as trust networks. 
0037. A common field of interest is a field of interest that 

is shared by two or more people. 
0038 A person has a personal-communication-network 
membership when a person is a node in a personal commu 
nication network. 
0039 Keyword searching is a manner of searching that 
uses a string of characters in the search term or search phrase. 
0040. A third-degree contact is a social-network member 
or personal-communication-network member that is three 
degrees-of-separation away from a specific member or node. 
0041. A second-degree contact is a social-network mem 
ber or personal-communication-network member that is two 
degrees-of-separation away from a specific member or node. 
0042. A first-degree contact is a social-network member 
or personal-communication-network member that is one-de 
gree-of-separation away from a specific member or node. 
0.043 Degrees of separation is a term that describes the 
relative position of two nodes in a Social network. A second 
node is one degree of separation away from a first node if the 
second node is directly linked to the first node; stated differ 
ently, a second node is one degree of separation away from a 
first node if there are no other network nodes intervening 
between the second node and the first node. Further, a second 
node is two degrees of separation away from a first node if 
there is exactly one network node intervening between the 
second node and the first node. Still further, a second node is 
three degrees of separation away from a first node if there are 
exactly two network nodes intervening between the second 
node and first node. Yet further, a second node is n+1 degrees 
of separation away from a first node if there are nintervening 
network nodes between the second node and the first node. 
0044) A person's quantity of memberships in personal 
communication networks equals the number of times a per 
son is identified as a node in one or more personal commu 
nication networks. 
0045. A node is a person that is a member of a social 
network or personal communication network. 
0046. The frequency of communication describes the 
number of communications between two people or two nodes 
over a period of time. 
0047 Direction of communication is a term that describes 
who sent a communication and who received the communi 
cation. The direction of communication is from the sender of 
a communication to the recipient of the communication. 
0.048 Innovativeness is a relative term that describes the 
degree to which an individual is relatively earlier in adopting 
new ideas than other individuals that are members of a social 
system. Further, innovativeness is a characteristic that 
describes an individual's receptiveness in adopting a new 
innovation relative to other members of the population. Inno 
Vativeness depends upon many variables; and non-limiting 
examples of those variables include risk-taking tendencies 
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and knowledge of innovation. The levels of innovativeness (in 
decreasing order) are: innovators, early adopters, early major 
ity, late majority, and laggards. Innovativeness can also 
describe an entity's receptiveness in adopting a new innova 
tion relative to other entities. Non-limiting examples of such 
entities include a consumer, hospital, corporation, insurance 
company, medical practice, and the like. 
0049. A personal-communication-network invitation is an 
invitation that invites a person or invitee to become a member 
or node of a personal communication network. 
0050. The directionality of a link (or direction of a link) is 
a term that describes a personal-communication-network link 
or social-network link. The directionality of a link is based 
upon identifying the person that both received and accepted a 
Social-network invitation or personal-communication-net 
work invitation from the sender of the social-network invita 
tion or personal-communication-network invitation. The 
directionality or direction of a link is from the sender of the 
invitation to the recipient/acceptor of the invitation. Stated 
differently, the directionality or direction of a link is from the 
inviter to the invitee, and upon accepting an invitation from 
the inviter, the invitee becomes a member of the inviter's 
personal communication network or social network. 
0051. A link is a path or connection from one node to 
another node. 

0.052 Unidirectional is a term that describes a link 
between a first node and a second node, wherein the first node 
has accepted a personal-communication-network invitation 
from the second node, but the second node hasn’t accepted a 
personal-communication-network invitation from the first 
node. In Such a case, a link has been established only based 
upon the first node's acceptance of an invitation from the 
second node. 

0053 Bi-directional is a term that describes a link between 
a first node and a second node, wherein the first node has 
accepted a personal-communication-network invitation from 
the second node, and the second node has accepted a per 
Sonal-communication-network invitation from the first node. 
In Such a case, a link has been established based upon two 
invitations and acceptances of invitations: the first node's 
acceptance of an invitation from the second node, and the 
second node's acceptance of an invitation from the first node. 
0054) A personal-communication-network link is a link in 
a personal-communication-network. 
0055 Reciprocal invitation is a return invitation that is 
sent from an original recipient or invitee back to the original 
sender or inviter. 
0056. An invitation-and-acceptance process is a series of 
events that enables a person to become a member of a Social 
network or personal communication network. 
0057 Mapping is a term that can be used to describe the 
manner in which a Social network, inferential network, per 
Sonal communication network, or any other collection of 
linked databases is visually illustrated. 
0.058 A real-time online network is an online network that 
manipulates (e.g. records, analyzes, and presents) data in real 
time. 

0059 Local information can be defined as information 
possessed by people or databases that are directly linked to 
the searcher initiator. 

0060 Linked databases are databases that are connected to 
each other in Some manner. In one embodiment, databases are 
linked electronically. 
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0061. In at least one embodiment, the term “user is used 
to describe a personal-communication-network member or 
other authorized individual who has been invited to join a 
personal communication network by a personal-communica 
tion-network member and use the system to communicate 
with other personal-communication-network members. 
0062. In at least one embodiment, a personal-communica 
tion-network member is used to describe an individual who 
has previously joined a personal communication network and 
has saved a profile of himself/herself in a computer-acces 
sible memory that can be accessed to electronically store 
information to be used with the system. 
0063. An inferential-network search-initiator node is a 
node in an inferential network that represents a search initia 
tor that has initiated a directed search of a collection of linked 
databases. 
0064. An inferential-network anchor-database node is a 
node in an inferential network that represents an anchor data 
base that has been used in a directed search of a collection of 
linked databases. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0065 FIG. 1 is an example illustrative arrangement of a 
network for employing a system employing the technology 
described herein; 
0066 FIG. 2 is an illustrative display of an example screen 
explaining why one might use an embodiment of the technol 
ogy described herein; 
0067 FIG. 3 is an illustrative display of an example invi 
tation screen; 
0068 FIG. 4 is an illustrative display of an example screen 
used to specify the context in which a user may consult with 
a physician to be invited into the user's personal communi 
cation network; 
0069 FIG. 5 is an illustrative display of an example invi 
tation response page; 
0070 FIG. 6 is an illustrative display of an example search 
Screen; 
0071 FIG. 7 is an illustrative display of an example 
search-results screen; 
0072 FIG. 8 is an illustrative example of relationships 
between members of a personal communication network; 
0073 FIG.9 is an illustrative example of an interface that 
will act as a bridge or gateway allowing the user search 
initiator to search multiple databases; 
0074 FIG. 10 is an illustrative example of a social-search 
engine results display; 
0075 FIG. 11 is an illustrative example displaying a social 
network path from a user/search initiator to a social-network 
member; 
0076 FIG. 12 is an illustrative display of an example 
screen for searching a network by anchoring the search with 
a person; 
0077 FIG. 13 is an illustrative example display of the 
search results of the example search of FIG. 12; 
0078 FIG. 14 is an illustrative display of an example 
search using two anchors; 
0079 FIG. 15 is an illustrative example display of the 
search results of the example search of FIG. 14; 
0080 FIG. 16 is an illustrative display of an example 
Search using a single anchor; 
0081 FIG. 17 is an illustrative example display of the 
search results of the example search of FIG. 16; 
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I0082 FIG. 18 is an illustrative display of an example 
search using two anchors; 
I0083 FIG. 19 is an illustrative example display of the 
search results of the example search of FIG. 18; 
I0084 FIG.20 is another illustrative example display of the 
search results of the example search of FIG. 18; 
I0085 FIG. 21 is an illustrative display of an example 
search result display in which a web crawler locates websites 
and web pages relevant to social-network nodes; 
I0086 FIG. 22 is an illustrative display of relationships 
between inferential-network nodes A-K within an inferential 
network; 
I0087 FIG. 23 is an illustrative display of an example 
inferential network search; 
I0088 FIG. 24 is illustrative display of an example search 
using a single anchor; 
I0089 FIG. 25 is a schematic representation of a personal 
digital assistant; 
0090 FIG. 26 is a flow diagram illustrating an example 
method of comparing content of a profile of a member of a 
personal communication network with a document; 
0091 FIG. 27 is a representation of a personal digital 
assistant displaying a portion of an electronic document; 
0092 FIG. 28 is an illustration of an indirect comparison 
of text within an electronic document to content within a 
database in the reader's personal communication network, 
wherein the database in this embodiment is a profile of the 
reader's personal communication network; and 
0093 FIG. 29 illustrates a direct comparison of text in an 
electronic document to content within a database in the read 
er's personal communication network, wherein the database 
in this embodiment is a profile of a member of the reader's 
personal communication network. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0094. The technology described herein is generally 
directed to a collection or collections of linked databases. An 
embodiment is directed to inferential networks and using 
inferential networks to analyze data generated from directed 
searches of collections of linked databases. Further, this tech 
nology is directed to social-network maps, social-network 
map data, and social-network analysis. One embodiment is 
generally directed to social-network analysis of a personal 
communication network or personal communication net 
works. This technology is also directed to systems and meth 
ods relating to collections of linked databases. An embodi 
ment provides a system for classifying at least one personal 
communication-network member as an opinion leader in a 
field of interest based at least in part on personal-communi 
cation-network data. An additional embodiment is directed to 
performing a directed search of collectively linked databases 
or nodes in order to identify at least one database or node 
having information on the search topic. 
0.095 As mentioned above, an embodiment provides a 
system for classifying at least one personal-communication 
network member as an opinion leader in a field of interest 
based at least in part on personal-communication-network 
data. The system includes a computer-accessible memory for 
storing computer-readable logic that enables a central pro 
cessing unit (“CPU”) to identify an opinion leader within a 
field of interest. The CPU can be provided at the server, the 
computer terminal that the user enters data, or any other 
computational device. The identification of an individual as 
an opinion leader can be based upon data generated from the 
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person's participation or interaction with a personal commu 
nication network, such as the person's discussion of a par 
ticular topic with another member of that person's personal 
communication network, or merely a membership in the at 
least one personal communication network. 
0096. In one embodiment, an opinion leader is a member 
of a personal-communication network that has established 
direct communication with many other members of the net 
work. Direct communication requires the members to be 
related by a single degree of separation. Being separated by 
only a single degree of separation, the opinion leader will be 
a primary contact of many network members. The more mem 
bers of the network that have the opinion leader as a primary 
contact, the higher his priority, rank, or reputation, as an 
opinion leader in that network will be. A predetermined num 
ber of primary contacts can be determined and set as the 
threshold number of contacts required to be considered an 
opinion leader, or opinion leaders can be selected based on the 
number of network members they communicate directly rela 
tive to other network members. 
0097. A single network member can be identified as the 
only opinion leader per network, that single network member 
having the most established contacts separated by a single 
degree of separation in the particular network. Alternately, a 
plurality of network members can be selected as opinion 
leaders, the plurality of network members comprising the top 
X network members in terms of the number of established 
contacts separated by a single degree of separation in that 
network. 
0098. According to other embodiments, an opinion leader 
or a plurality of opinion leaders can be selected based on the 
percentage of network members that have received one or 
more communications from the opinion leader(s). According 
to yet another embodiment, an opinion leader can be selected 
as such based on the overall number of contacts established, 
regardless of the particular network in which those contacts 
are established, quantity and direction of invitations linking 
the opinion leader to other network members, initiation and 
outcomes of searches conducted by opinion leaders and other 
members of the network. 
0099. An additional embodiment provides for identifying 
an opinion leader using personal-communication-network 
data that is based upon or related to an invitation-and-accep 
tance process. More specifically, the personal-communica 
tion-network data that is based upon or relates to an invita 
tion-and-acceptance process can be data relating to electronic 
invitations to current or new members of a personal commu 
nication network. 
0100. A further embodiment provides for identifying an 
opinion leader using personal-communication-network data 
that is based upon or related to search terms or phrases 
employed by a personal-communication-network member in 
conducting a search of personal-communication-network 
data. 

0101 Defined as above, an opinion leader is considered to 
be a network member whose opinions reach a large audience 
relative to the opinions of other members of that network. 
Typically, the opinion leader's comments have grown to be 
well respected inaparticular field over time due at least in part 
to the knowledge, experience, or familiarity with the subject 
matter on which the opinion leader comments. This respect, 
in turn, motivates physicians or others seeking to gain knowl 
edge about this subject matter to invite the opinion leader to 
join their personal network as a primary contact, separated by 
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only one degree of separation. As the number of network 
members that list the opinion leader as a primary contact 
increases, so does the opinion leader's prospective audience 
and therefore, his ability to influence the knowledge of those 
audience members. 
0102 The system for classifying at least one personal 
communication-network member as an opinion leader can 
optionally identify, or otherwise classify at least one per 
Sonal-communication-network member as an opinion leader 
in a field of interest based upon the quantity of memberships 
that the at least one personal-communication-network mem 
ber has in personal communication networks, wherein all of 
the networks have the field of interest in common. Thus, one 
or more opinion leaders can be identified specifically for the 
particular field of interest. 
0103 Computer-readable logic can optionally be pro 
vided according to an embodiment of the technology 
described herein to identify or classify a person as an opinion 
leader within a field of interest based upon the quantity of 
electronic communications that the person has sent to per 
Sonal-communication-network members in the field of inter 
est. Likewise, the one or more opinion leaders can be identi 
fied and classified according to instructions within computer 
readable logic that classifies a person as an opinion leader 
within a field of interest based upon the quantity of electronic 
communications that the person has received from personal 
communication-network members in the field of interest. 
Alternate embodiments consider a combined number of sent 
and received electronic communications to identify an opin 
ion leader. Other factors, such as the direction and quantity of 
invitations or connections between nodes, frequency of com 
munication between nodes, the number of words in a com 
munication between nodes, the direction of communication 
between nodes, the number of key words in a communication 
between nodes, the search terms and results generated by the 
nodes, and combinations thereof, for example, can also be 
used in addition to, or in lieu of any other factor mentioned 
above. 
0104. An alternate embodiment provides a system for 
assessing a person's likelihood to use a concept or product 
that is new to the person. The system includes computer 
readable logic for classifying a person's innovativeness based 
upon the quantity of personal-communication-network invi 
tations the person has received from a personal-communica 
tion-network member. 

0105. A network member considered to be an innovator, as 
that term is used herein, is a network member who is more 
likely to adopt, or otherwise adapt his practice to include a 
novel technology, treatment, therapeutic agent, ideology, or 
other advance (collectively referred to as a “recent develop 
ment’) than other network members who are not innovators. 
Similar to the description above for identifying an opinion 
leader, an innovator can be selected as the network member 
who is likely to be the first to adopt a recent development, or 
as the top y network members who are likely to be the firsty 
people to adopt the recent development. Alternately, the inno 
vator(s) of a particular network can be identified as the Z% of 
network members who are likely to adopt a recent develop 
ment within a predetermined timeframe. These are but a few 
examples of the many possible ways to identify the innovator 
(s) of a network, and should not be considered an exhaustive 
listing of all possibilities. 
010.6 Any factor that tends to indicate a network mem 
ber's likelihood to adopt or otherwise utilize a given recent 
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development can be used to identify the innovator(s) of that 
network. Non-limiting examples of such factors include: the 
time between a similar recent development's introduction to 
the market and a time when the network member adopted the 
similar recent development; the network member's participa 
tion in experimental studies; the length of time required for 
the person to respond to a personal-communication-network 
invitation; the duration of prescriptions written by network 
members; the number of invitations sent to a potential user/ 
member, publications by the network member discussing 
efforts to develop the recent development; anticipation of the 
recent development; opinions expressed by opinion leader(s): 
or opinions by other network members respected by the net 
work member. Any of the factors chosen to identify the inno 
vator(s) of a network can be suitably weighted to fine tune the 
algorithm used to quantify the degree of innovativeness used 
to identify innovators. 
0107 As mentioned above, innovativeness can be classi 
fied based upon the number of invitations sent to a potential 
user/member, wherein the invitations are directed to the invi 
tee joining a social network or a personal-communication 
network. Some individuals may require only one invitation to 
convince them to join these are the innovators. Others may 
require up to ten or fifteen invitations from current users 
before deciding to join—these are the laggards. Innovative 
ness classifications can be used in marketing campaigns in 
which innovators can be targeted first, then early adopters, 
early majority, late majority, and laggards (innovators being 
the most innovative and laggards being the least innovative). 
0108. In one embodiment for classifying a person's inno 
Vativeness, an innovativeness classification is arrived at by 
using computer-readable logic that employs a function that is 
based upon personal-communication-network data in combi 
nation with a statistical diffusion curve and innovativeness 
classifications (as defined by diffusion researchers). In one 
embodiment, the statistical diffusion curve is an S-shaped 
curve that plots the percentage of a population that has 
adopted an innovation over time. In theory (and as verified by 
data), once the percent of population adopting an innovation 
hits roughly 20%, the rate of adopting rapidly increases, and 
then tapers off as the percent of population adopting the 
innovation hits about 80%. 

0109. It is common for opinion leaders to also be consid 
ered innovators because of the personality traits common 
amongst authoritative figures in a particular field and innova 
tors in that same field. Accordingly, whether a network mem 
ber is considered to be an opinion leader can optionally be a 
factor used to determine whether that network member is also 
an innovator. 

0110. In addition to the above, at least one embodiment 
provides for searching personal-communication-network 
data that is in the form of electronic or electronically search 
able communications between personal-communication-net 
work members. An embodiment that employs the search 
method provides computer-readable logic for determining or 
identifying the use of one or more words or phrases in a 
communication or communications between two personal 
communication-network members. Computer-readable logic 
can be used to search for a string of characters within one or 
more databases of recorded electronic or electronically 
searchable communication(s) from one personal-communi 
cation-network member to another. The computer-readable 
logic Searches the personal-communication-network com 
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munications and quantifies or qualifies the use of at least one 
string of characters, e.g., word or phrase, within the commu 
nications. 

0111. An additional embodiment provides for using com 
puter-readable logic to search personal-communication-net 
work data that is in the form of electronic or electronically 
searchable communications between personal-communica 
tion-network members or nodes. A use of Such an embodi 
ment can be directed to identifying a topic of discussion or 
common field of interest between two or more personal 
communication-network members. This embodiment pro 
vides for using computer-readable logic to search one or more 
databases of recorded electronic or electronically searchable 
communication(s) between personal-communication-net 
work communications for words or phrases associated with a 
search term or search phrase. The computer-readable logic 
identifies the words or phrases relating to a field of interest 
and can thereby identify a topic of discussion or field of 
interest in a particular communication or communications. 
0112. In an embodiment of the technology described 
herein, personal-communication-network data in any known 
form of communication can be subject to SNA via computer 
readable logic. In a further embodiment, personal-communi 
cation-network data in any known form of electronic or elec 
tronically-searchable communication can be subject to SNA 
via computer-readable logic. Non-limiting examples of use 
ful forms of known electronic or electronically-searchable 
communications include: electronic mail (email), chat, online 
chat, and discussion boards. 
0113. Further, regarding the above-mentioned communi 
cation between nodes, another embodiment uses computer 
readable logic to identify and define communication contexts 
among personal-communication-network users. Stated dif 
ferently, the embodiment identifies one or more topics of 
discussion within a communication between two nodes. The 
communication contexts will most likely be dependent upon 
the audience and network boundary. In an example relating to 
the medical domain, non-limiting examples of communica 
tion contexts or general topics of discussion include: medi 
cine, pediatrics, aerospace medicine, diagnosis and treat 
ment, pharmacology, asthma, allergy and immunology, 
anesthesiology, colon and rectal Surgery, dermatology, emer 
gency medicine, family practice, general preventive medi 
cine, internal medicine, critical care medicine, medical genet 
ics, neurology, physical medicine and rehabilitation, 
preventive medicine, psychiatry, molecular genetic pathol 
ogy, neurological Surgery, diagnostic radiology, neuroradiol 
ogy, nuclear medicine, obstetrics, gynecology, occupational 
medicine, opthalmology, orthopaedic Surgery, otolaryngol 
ogy, pathology-anatomic and clinical pediatrics, plastic Sur 
gery, preventive medicine, public health, radiation oncology, 
radiology-diagnostic Surgery, thoracic Surgery, urology, 
abdominal radiology, addiction psychiatry, adolescent medi 
cine, adult reconstructive orthopaedics, blood banking/trans 
fusion medicine, cardiothoracic radiology, cardiovascular 
disease, chemical pathology, child neurology, clinical cardiac 
electrophysiology, clinical neurophysiology, clinical and 
laboratory immunology, craniofacial Surgery, critical care 
medicine, cytopathology, dermatopathology, developmental 
behavioral pediatrics, endovascular Surgical neuroradiology, 
foot and ankle orthopaedics, forensic pathology, forensic psy 
chiatry, gastroenterology, geriatric medicine, geriatric psy 
chiatry, hand Surgery, hematology, oncology, infectious dis 
ease, interventional cardiology, medical microbiology, 
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medical toxicology, musculoskeletal oncology, musculoskel 
etal radiology, neonatal-perinatal medicine, nephrology, neu 
rodevelopmental disabilities, neuropathology, neuroradiol 
ogy, neurotology, nuclear radiology, oncology, orthopaedic 
sports medicine, orthopaedic Surgery of the spine, ortho 
paedic trauma, pain medicine, pediatric anesthesiology, pedi 
atric cardiology, pediatric critical care medicine, pediatric 
emergency medicine, pediatric emergency medicine, pediat 
ric endocrinology, pediatric gastroenterology, pediatric 
hematology/oncology, pediatric infectious diseases, pediatric 
nephrology, pediatric orthopaedics, pediatric otolaryngology, 
pediatric pathology, pediatric pulmonology, pediatric radiol 
ogy, pediatric rehabilitation medicine, pediatric rheumatol 
ogy, pediatric sports medicine, pediatric Surgery, pediatric 
urology, procedural dermatology, pulmonary disease, rheu 
matology, selective pathology, spinal cord injury, sports 
medicine, Surgical critical care, undersea and hyperbaric 
medicine, Vascular neurology, vascular Surgery, vascular and 
interventional radiology, or a combination thereof. 
0114. In another embodiment for using computer-read 
able logic to identify and define communication contexts or 
general topics of discussion among personal-communica 
tion-network users, employable communication contexts can 
include any or all fields of interest. For example, if the net 
work involves consumers, and a user or member wants to 
know what social network or personal-communication-net 
work members are “opinion leaders' on the topic of cars (i.e. 
who do most consumers consult before buying a car), then 
one communication context should be for example “automo 
tives.” Additional non-limiting examples of general commu 
nication contexts, topics of discussion, or fields of interest 
include: medicine, sports, Science, performing arts, math 
ematics, literature, pharmaceuticals, biotechnology, health 
Sciences, nursing, automotive, social work, dentistry, occu 
pational therapy, physical therapy, rehabilitation counseling, 
gerontology, health administration, optometry, Veterinary 
medicine, natural Sciences, biology, chemistry, physics, 
forensic Science, political Science, history, anatomy, biosta 
tistics, physiology, Social Sciences, philosophy, psychology, 
Sociology, anthropology, education, research, mental health, 
psychotherapy, health, fitness/exercise, nutrition/diet, athlet 
ics/sports, games, hobbies, therapy, engineering, statistics, 
literature, politics, local government, state government, fed 
eral government, advocacy, law, law enforcement, private 
investigation, military Science, journalism, mass communi 
cations, consulting, project management, contracting, archi 
tecture, religion, spirituality, culture, fine arts, performing 
arts, art history, dance and choreography, fashion design, 
interior design, painting, photography, filmmaking, sculp 
ture, theatre, music, martial arts, crafts, entertainment, food, 
technology, information systems, electronics, business, mar 
keting, management, accounting, economics, finance, entre 
preneurship, automotive, real estate, home ownership, insur 
ance, home furnishings, manufacturing, shipping, retail, 
beauty, fashion, environmental Science, nature, animals, pets, 
botany, agriculture, security, aviation, travel, or a combina 
tion thereof. 

0115 Still another embodiment provides for evaluating a 
relationship between two personal-communication-network 
members wherein computer-readable logic searches one or 
more databases of personal-communication-network data, 
including communications between the personal-communi 
cation-network members and performs one or all of the fol 
lowing: quantify the number of communications between the 
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members, determine the frequency of electronic communica 
tion between the members (frequency can be described in 
terms of the dimension-number of communications per unit 
time), recording the number of words in an electronic com 
munication between the members, recording the direction of 
communication between the members, recording the use of 
keywords in an electronic communication between the mem 
bers, or a combination thereof. 
0116. The present technology further includes a “social 
search engine' that allows Social-network or personal-com 
munication-network members to search within their net 
works for other personal communication members or nodes 
that have access to information that they are seeking. The 
search component of the embodiment includes computer 
readable logic that performs the function of a filtering mecha 
nism, whereby a network member performing a search can 
use the Social search engine's computer-readable logic to 
search her Social network or personal communication net 
work for members that have or are likely to have information 
of the searched subject. In a further embodiment, all of the 
search-string information input by a member conducting a 
search is stored in a searchable database and thereby adds to 
the personal-communication-network data generated by the 
member. This may be helpful because it may be beneficial to 
know what search terms or phrases are most often used by that 
or other network members. 

0117. In one embodiment for searching personal-commu 
nication-network data, the search can be directed to a field of 
interest or characteristics of personal-communication-net 
work members. The search can be as general as “automo 
tives.” or as specific as “females between the ages of 12 and 
14. A non-limiting list of other potentially searchable topics 
include: behaviors, needs, desires, trends, and norms. 
0118. This technology also provides for using computer 
readable logic that searches personal-communication-net 
work data for multiple terms or phrases by initiating the 
search with a single search term. In other words, an embodi 
ment is directed to using a single term or phrase to initiate a 
multi-term search of personal-communication-network data. 
Computer-readable logic initiates a multi-term search of the 
personal-communication-network data by first identifying 
one or more terms or phrases that will be searched in addition 
to the single search term or phrase that was entered by a user. 
The computer-readable logic does this by associating the 
single search term or phrase with a predetermined set of 
additional search terms or search phrases that have been pre 
selected to be searched in addition to the single search term or 
phrase. The computer-readable logic then applies both the 
single search term or phrase and the predetermined set of 
additional search terms or search phrases in a search of one or 
more databases of personal-communication-network data. 
0119) Additionally, if a search term or search phrase used 
in a personal-communication-network data search does not 
literally match any terms or phrases in the personal-commu 
nication-network data, the present technology has provided 
computer-readable logic for matching specific conditions, 
treatments, pharmaceutical drugs, and medical specialties to 
selected search terms and phrases. Therefore, computer-read 
able logic will search for at least one predetermined search 
term or phase that has been associated with the initial search 
term or phrase. And although there may be no literal match to 
the initial search term, meaningful search results can still be 
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generated based upon the Social search engine's computer 
readable logic searching for additional related terms or 
phrases. 
0120. An alternate search embodiment is directed to initi 
ating an internet or intranet search from the personal profile of 
a Social-network member. This embodiment can initiate an 
internet or intranet search, wherein the search is based at least 
in part on the name or identity of the social-network member 
or Social-network node. Computer-readable logic can initiate 
the search by providing for an electronically executable but 
ton in an electronic window that displays a profile of infor 
mation or data relating to a specific Social-network node, i.e., 
Social-network member, and when the electronically execut 
able button is electronically pressed-an internet or intranet 
search is initiated for websites that contain at least a portion of 
the social-network member's name or identity. In addition to 
initiating an internet or intranet search using at least a portion 
of the social-network member's name or identify, another 
embodiment provides for initiating the search using addi 
tional search terms in combination with at least a portion of 
the social-network member's name or identity. 
0121 Another embodiment is directed to initiating a 
Social-network-map data search from an internet or intranet 
website. More specifically, this embodiment provides for ini 
tiating a social-network-map data search from an internet or 
intranet website by providing an electronically-executable 
button in the website, wherein when the button is electroni 
cally pushed the social-network data search is initiated. The 
social-network-map data search can be directed to any piece 
or amount of data. A non-limiting example of a social-net 
work-map data search includes locating a node in a Social 
network map that represents a person named or identified in 
the website. 
0122) An embodiment also provides for a method directed 
to establishing a social-network or personal-communication 
network link between two people. The invitation-and-accep 
tance method is directed to sending a social-network or per 
Sonal-communication-network invitation from a personal 
communication-network member, i.e. an inviter, to an invitee. 
An embodiment of the invitation is directed to making the 
invitee a member of the inviter's social network or personal 
communication network. The invitation is not limited to any 
particular form, but in an embodiment, the invitation is an 
electronic invitation Such as an email. The invitation embodi 
ment has the inviter describe a common field (or fields) of 
interest between the inviter and invitee. Stated differently, the 
inviter indicates at least one subjector field of interest that the 
inviter would like to communicate about with the invitee. 

0123. In a further embodiment of the invitation-and-ac 
ceptance method, the invitee is provided with an opportunity 
to send a reciprocal invitation to the original inviter, wherein 
the original inviter is invited into the invitee's social network 
or personal communication network. 
0.124. Another embodiment of the invitation-and-accep 
tance method also provides for defining the directionality of a 
link between nodes in a personal-communication-network 
based upon an indication of whether an original inviter wants 
to be a member of an original invitee's personal communica 
tion network. A social-network or personal-communication 
network invitation method generally involves sending a 
Social network or personal-communication-network invita 
tion from one person to another person, i.e., from and inviter 
to an invitee. And generally, if the invitee accepts the invita 
tion, then the invitee becomes a member of the inviter's social 
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or personal communication network, and thus a unidirec 
tional link is established from the inviter to the invitee. 
0.125. An embodiment provides for automatically provid 
ing the person that is sending a social network or personal 
communication-network invitation with an option to accept a 
reciprocal invitation from the invitee, should the invitee 
choose to send a reciprocal invitation. In other words, an 
original inviter is provided with a way to accept in advance a 
reciprocal invitation from the invitee, if the invitee should 
decide to send a reciprocal invitation. A non-limiting example 
of this embodiment uses computer-readable logic to auto 
matically provide the person that is sending a social network 
or personal-communication-network invitation with an 
option to accept a reciprocal invitation from the invitee. 
0.126 To promote meaningful links between people hav 
ing a common field of interest, an embodiment provides for a 
system that helps personal-communication-network mem 
bers construct meaningful trust networks by providing 
explicit instructions for an invitation-and-acceptance process 
used to construct a personal communication network. The 
system uses computer-readable logic to provide a user with 
conditions for inviting a person into the user's personal com 
munication network. As a non-limiting example of instruc 
tions relating to a personal communication network directed 
to the medical field, the instructions might read, “Who to 
invite: Invite colleagues whose opinions you value and often 
Solicit when making medical decisions or considering alter 
native treatments. This network should include physicians 
you trust to provide reliable information or advice regarding 
medical treatments, practices, and advances for the profes 
sional services you provide. If you highly value the opinions, 
judgments, advice, or interpretations of a physician, you 
should invite them into your trust network. What you can 
learn: Information is only as good as the Source that delivers 
it. Building this network can help you manage your current 
contacts—the physicians you trust and know directly—as 
well as help you identify the trusted sources of your trusted 
colleagues. Expand your opinion network to obtain Volumes 
of valued opinions and reliable information from your col 
leagues, colleagues’ colleagues, or colleagues’ colleagues 
colleagues. The system has computer-readable logic that 
will enable the invitation-and-acceptance instructions to be 
provided to an inviter that is sending an invitation. These 
instructions help to ensure that data obtained through per 
Sonal-communication-network links are meaningful. As a 
result, a user can be certain that physicians in his personal 
communication-network trust each other for valued opinions 
and advice. 
I0127. In an embodiment of the invitation-and-acceptance 
method, a personal-communication-network member (origi 
nal inviter) sends an invitation, which can be an electronic 
invitation, to an individual (original invitee). The individual 
may or may not be a member of a personal communication 
network, and the invitation invites the invitee into the inviter's 
personal communication network. In composing an invitation 
contemplated by the technology disclosed herein, the original 
inviter can indicate in advance whether, should the inviter 
receive a reciprocal invitation into the invitee's trust network, 
the member would accept or decline Such an invitation. 
I0128. The system has computer-readable logic for deter 
mining whether an invitee is a current member of a personal 
communication network; if yes, then in one embodiment an 
invitation is sent to the invitee's system email address. A 
system email address is an email address provided by the 
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system to a personal-communication-network member. If the 
invitee is not a personal-communication-network member, 
then the invitation is sent to an email address external to the 
system. Once the invitee reads the email, she can decide 
whether to acceptor decline the invitation. Should she choose 
to accept, she can indicate whether she wishes to send a 
reciprocal invitation to the original inviter. If she chooses to 
send a reciprocal invitation to the original inviter, the system 
has computer-readable logic that checks for the original invit 
er's advance indication for either accepting or declining a 
reciprocal invitation. 
0129. In an embodiment of the technology disclosed 
herein, if an original inviter has indicated in advance that they 
would accept a reciprocal invitation from an original invitee, 
and the original invitee has both accepted the original invita 
tion and sent a reciprocal invitation, then the computer-read 
able logic establishes a bi-directional link. If an original 
inviter has indicated in advance that they would accept a 
reciprocal invitation from an original invitee, but the original 
invitee has only accepted the original invitation and chosen 
not to send a reciprocal invitation, then the computer-readable 
logic establishes a unidirectional link from the original inviter 
to the original invitee. If an original inviter has indicated that 
they would not accept a reciprocal invitation from an original 
invitee, and the original invitee accepts the original invitation, 
then the computer-readable logic establishes a unidirectional 
link from the original inviter to the original invitee. 
0130. The invitation-and-acceptance process affords sev 
eral opportunities for collecting and storing directional infor 
mation and confirmation, and Such information has implica 
tions for searches performed by the members via the site. As 
a non-limiting example, if a receiving physician (e.g. Dr. 
Smith) accepts and invitation from an inviter physician (e.g. 
Dr. Jones), then the system stores this link as one from Dr. 
Jones to Dr. Smith. Furthermore, Dr. Smith becomes a mem 
ber of Dr. Jones’ trust network, and Dr. Jones obtains access to 
Dr. Smith's personal-communication-network data and to the 
members of Dr. Smith's personal communication network. 
Likewise, if the receiving physician (Dr. Smith) reciprocates 
the invitation and the sending physician (Dr. Jones) accepts, 
then the system stores a second link from Dr. Smith to Dr. 
Jones, indicating that Dr. Jones is a part of Dr. Smith's trust 
network as well. Further, Dr. Jones becomes a member of Dr. 
Smith's trust network, and Dr. Smith obtains access to Dr. 
Jones' personal-communication-network data and to the 
members of Dr. Jones' personal communication network. 
0131. In the event that a physician declines an invitation, a 
link is not established, and—although the system stores all 
invitations and decisions—trust networks usually reflect the 
convention that a receiving physician that accepts an invita 
tion becomes a part of a sending physician's trust network. 
0132) Physicians may have several different sources of 
advice and information, which they may or may not approach 
based upon the topic at hand. Such topics may include diag 
nostic information, treatment recommendations, pharmaceu 
ticals, legal or ethical advice, and the like. Physicians who are 
respected advisors in terms of diagnoses may not be the best 
physician to question regarding the latest technological inno 
Vations. Therefore, the present technology allows physicians 
to indicate the topic(s) about which they consult the physician 
they wish to invite. An embodiment of the present technology 
implements this idea by way of the non-limiting example: 
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Individual to Invite: 
First Name: LastName: 
Type of Practitioner (MD,DO): Email Address: 
I consult this physician regarding the following: (check all that apply) 

Pharmacological Practice Management 
Diagnostic Technology 
Policy Procedure 
Ethics Research 
Legal 

I0133. The consultation topics checked may also be used as 
a measurement of trust. For example, if Dr. Gardner indicates 
that she consults Dr. Harris regarding two topics, but she 
consults Dr. Johnson regarding five, then it can be inferred 
that Dr. Gardner trusts Dr. Johnson more than Dr. Harris. 
Encouraging physicians to indicate the context of their com 
munication with each physician provides a rich and useful 
database. 
0.134. A further embodiment is directed to the manner in 
which social-search-engine search results are presented. In 
other words, the further embodiment is directed to presenting: 
1) personal-communication-network members identified by 
the personal-communication-network data search; and 2) 
how the members are linked to the personal-communication 
network member performing the search. In an embodiment, 
the search results are presented in a manner wherein at least 
one personal-communication-network member is named in a 
search result, and at least one network path is presented that 
displays a link or series of links that show how the personal 
communication-network member performing the search is 
linked to the at least one personal-communication-network 
member identified by the search. The network path can be a 
visual depiction of a path from one member to another mem 
ber; links between nodes are conventionally illustrated by 
strait lines, and nodes are conventionally illustrated by dots or 
circles. 
0.135 Still another embodiment is directed to the manner 
in which Social-search-engine search results are presented. 
More specifically, the embodiment presents: 1) personal 
communication-network communications identified by the 
personal-communication-network data search; and 2) how 
the personal-communication-network members that gener 
ated the communications are linked to the personal-commu 
nication-network member performing the search. In other 
words, the presentation of the Social-search engine results 
displays the both the communications and their source in a 
visual manner. As mentioned above, the visual manner of 
presentation is a depiction of a path from one member to 
another member, links between nodes are conventionally 
illustrated by Straight lines, and nodes are conventionally 
illustrated by dots or circles. 
0.136. Yet another embodiment is directed to simulta 
neously displaying social-network-data search results in 
combination with internet or intranet search results. In one 
embodiment, the internet or intranet search results are web 
site search results. One embodiment for accomplishing this 
simultaneous display of search results uses computer-read 
able logic to use a first portion of a visual display Screen, e.g., 
a computer monitor, to display Social-network-data search 
results and use a second portion of the visual display screen to 
display internet search results or intranet search results. One 
embodiment for displaying social-network-data search 
results in combination with internet or intranet search results 
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uses two separate electronic windows. Specifically, on a 
visual-display screen a first electronic window is used for 
displaying social-network-data search results, and a second 
electronic window is used for displaying internet search 
results or intranet search results. There is no limitation on the 
percentages of a screen that can be used to display either the 
Social-network-data search results or the internet or intranet 
search results. In one embodiment, at least 50% of the visual 
display Screen is used to display the Social-network-data 
search results. In another embodiment, at least 10% of the 
visual display screen is used to display the Social-network 
data search results. In another embodiment, at least 50% of 
the visual display screen is used to display the internet search 
results or intranet search results. In still another embodiment, 
at least 10% of the visual display screen is used to display the 
internet search results or intranet search results. 

0.137 This technology will allow personal-communica 
tion-network members to analyze personal-communication 
network data to obtain search results such as: degrees (the 
number of direct connections or first-degree contacts a per 
Sonal-communication-network member has), betweenness 
(represents a bridge between two cliques or clusters in a 
person communication network), closeness (a measurement 
of how close a person is to everyone else in the network), 
boundary spanners (have access to ideas and information 
flowing in other clusters—innovators), peripheral players 
(often connected to networks that are not currently mapped), 
structural equivalence (determine which people play similar 
roles in the network), cluster analysis (find cliques and other 
densely connected clusters), structural holes (find areas of no 
connection between people that could be used for advantage 
or opportunity), and E/I Ratio (find which groups in the 
network are open or closed to other). Personal-communica 
tion-network members may also find other statistics useful 
that are particular to their field of interest. As a non-limiting 
example, the present technology provides analyses of the 
percentage of a physician's personal-communication-net 
work using a particular treatment and “distance to X' which 
allows the physician to determine the shortest path to a target 
member in the physician's personal communication network. 
0138 An embodiment of the technology described herein 
searches personal-communication-network data using com 
puter-readable logic that employs mathematical algorithms to 
determine the order of presentation of search results. Such 
algorithms take into account keywords entered into each per 
Sonal-communication-network member's profile, field(s) of 
interest, the likelihood that the target member is the best 
person to answer the question (based upon personal-commu 
nication-network data specific to the target member), degrees 
of separation from the member conducting the search (de 
grees or links away), similarity to the searching member 
(based upon attributes listed in the profiles), physical proX 
imity, and other personal-communication-network data (Such 
as personal-communication-network communications). 
0139 Moreover, the search results present the path 
between personal-communication-network members, e.g., 
from the personal-communication-network member entering 
the search terms to the personal-communication-network 
members identified by the search, which includes all mem 
bers in the shortest number of links. Therefore, the member 
performing the search learns who has the information they 
seek, the personal-communication-network profile of a mem 
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ber or members revealed by the search, and how the members 
revealed by the search are connected to the member conduct 
ing the search. 
0140. In an embodiment, social engine search results are 
presented in an innovative, clear, and tabular manner. The 
Social search engine presents results by clearly denoting who 
in a member's personal-communication-network has the 
information being sought and how the searcher is connected 
to the members revealed by the search. In an embodiment, the 
columns represent degrees or links between the searching 
member and the network members revealed by the search. In 
yet another embodiment, the rows illustrate the relational 
paths from the searching member to the member(s) revealed 
by the search. In a further embodiment, highlighted names 
indicate a personal-communication-network member having 
the information sought. In another embodiment, the search 
ing member's personal-communication-network profile is 
shown on the left panel of the results table, and the profile of 
a personal-communication-network member revealed by the 
search can be viewed in the right panel by clicking his or her 
aC. 

0141 Should the attributes of the personal-communica 
tion-network members be of interest, then a personal profile 
page may be added to the system. In this case, members can 
input various information about themselves (e.g. fields of 
interest, credentials, resources, publications, or contact infor 
mation). 
0142. A further embodiment provides a personal-commu 
nication-network member with the ability to organize per 
Sonal-communication-network communications by provid 
ing the personal-communication-network member with 
computer-readable logic for archiving personal-communica 
tion-network communications into a personal-communica 
tion-network database. The database in turn is searchable by 
personal-communication-network members, wherein the 
member performing the archiving designates a searchable 
term to be associated with the personal-communication-net 
work archive or communication. Upon associating the search 
term with the personal-communication-network archive or 
communication, a keyword search of personal-communica 
tion-network data that uses the searchable term will return a 
search result that identifies the personal-communication-net 
work archive or communication. 
0.143 A further embodiment provides for computer-read 
able logic that organizes personal-communication-network 
invitations to email addresses provided by the present tech 
nology. In an embodiment, computer-readable logic identi 
fies whetheran invitee of a personal-communication-network 
invitation is a personal-communication-network member. 
And if the invitee is a personal-communication-network 
member, then the computer-readable logic directs an invita 
tion to a personal-communication-network electronic mail 
box (e-mailbox) provided by the present technology. Stated 
differently, if an invitee is a personal-communication-net 
work member and receives an invitation from another per 
Sonal-communication-network member, then that invitation 
is automatically directed or redirected by the computer-read 
able logic to an e-mailbox provided by the inventive embodi 
ment. 

0144. In another embodiment, the technology does not 
overwrite personal-communication-network data so as to 
monitor/record changes in the personal-communication-net 
work data over time. Changes to the network data are prefer 
ably stored as new entries in a database, so all entries and 
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revisions are saved in the database, and this database is acces 
sible for personal-communication-network data analyses and 
the like. Methods of storing electronic data via computers, 
Software, databases, servers, and the like are known and rela 
tively common. In an embodiment, relational databases that 
are connected to multiple servers or server farms can be 
employed to store personal-communication-network data. 
0145. In an embodiment, the present technology allows 
for the collection of real-time data. Because an embodiment 
of the technology provides a system having a server database 
that stores all information as new—and does not overwrite 
outdated data—changes in personal communication net 
works will be stored and traceable so that the dynamic and 
flexible personal-communication-network data can be ana 
lyzed for changes over time. As an example, Such changes 
may include additional links as physicians invite new physi 
cians, forge new friendships, link to physicians they meet via 
a website, at conferences, or new contacts when they move. 
Moreover, the database will reflect the deletion or removal of 
ties when physicians indicate that a relationship or link no 
longer exists (for reasons such as moves, death, a “falling 
out,' etc.). 
0146 In an embodiment, personal information (or net 
work-profile information) can be verified before a person 
becomes a personal-communication-network member. For 
example, if the target members of a personal communication 
network are an exclusive group (i.e. physicians, attorneys, 
college students, etc.), then the present technology may 
require averification process, wherein a person's information 
is verified before the person can become a personal-commu 
nication-network member. This will not only put the users at 
ease, but will also ensure the integrity of the collected data. 
For example, if the social network of attorneys is desired, it is 
important to ensure that only the network of attorneys is 
captured, and not the relationships between attorneys, their 
clients, and their secretaries, etc. 
0147 Another embodiment provides a server with com 
puter-readable logic for mapping personal-communication 
network paths or links with specificity. In an embodiment, the 
technology maps two or more personal-communication-net 
work paths or links. In another embodiment, the technology 
maps three or more personal-communication-network paths 
or links. In another embodiment, the technology maps four or 
more personal-communication-network paths or links. In yet 
another embodiment, the technology maps five or more per 
Sonal-communication-network paths or links. In still another 
embodiment, the technology maps a plurality of personal 
communication-network paths or links. Pragmatically, per 
Sonal-communication-network members may want to know 
all paths that lead from them to a target member for various 
reasons. Perhaps they have recently spoken to the member 
who serves as the link in one path, or they prefer to utilize a 
particular member as a link over another for prestige, or one 
member is on vacation and therefore cannot serve as a liaison. 
Whatever the reason behind the desire to see multiple paths, 
the present technology recognizes and satisfies this desire. 
Sometimes one direct route is all that is needed, but it may be 
preferable to have options. 
0148. In addition to being invited into a personal commu 
nication network, a user can elect to register as the start (or 
seed) of a new personal communication network that will 
initially only include that user. In an embodiment, before a 
user is permitted to register as a new personal-communica 
tion-network member, a verification process can optionally 
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be conducted to ensure that the user attempting to register is 
actually interested or involved in a field of interest. For 
example, a physician may be verified to be board-certified and 
duly authorized to practice medicine. According to this phy 
sician example, to initiate a new personal communication 
network, and therefore become a physician within a personal 
communication network, the user can enter an appropriate 
URL into an address line of a web-browser displayed by a 
remote computer terminal in a known manner. Upon access 
ing the system for the first time, computer-readable logic 
causes a new-user-registration option to be displayed to the 
user. To minimize the number of unauthorized users that can 
use the system for unscrupulous purposes, users can register 
by creating a profile of themselves before they are able to log 
in and conduct a search or take advantage of other features of 
the system. The information entered by the user can be used to 
confirm the user's status as a licensed physician or other 
authorized user of the system. Returning users that have 
already completed their profile can skip the new-user regis 
tration step by electing to log in instead. Use of the system 
following a log-in procedure or after receiving an invitation to 
join is described in detail below. 
0149. In use, an embodiment of the system of the present 
technology can be accessed by a user by entering an appro 
priate URL into an address line of a web-browser displayed 
by a remote computer terminal in a known manner. Upon 
being invited to join a personal communication network by a 
personal-communication-network member, a user receives 
an email with a hyperlink to permit the user to access the 
system for the first time. Executing the hyperlink causes the 
display of a new-user-registration interface generated by 
computer-readable logic. To minimize the number of unau 
thorized users that can use the system for unscrupulous pur 
poses, even invited users can register by creating a profile of 
themselves before they are able to log in and conduct a search 
or take advantage of other features of the system. Returning 
users that have already completed their profile can skip the 
new-user registration step by electing to log in instead. 
0150. After the invited user has created a profile and 
logged in, computer-readable instructions cause a home page 
to be displayed so the user can select from a plurality of 
options presented as tabs located along an upper portion of the 
home page. Examples of the options available to logged-in 
users as shown in FIG. 3 include Home, Search, Message 
Center, Invitations, Settings, and Help. FIG. 3 is merely an 
example of the system options that can be provided, but the 
system of the present technology can offer at least the Search 
option. 
0151. Once a user has generated his/her profile, the user 
can extend invitations to other registered personal-communi 
cation-network members to join the user's personal commu 
nication network, and use the Search option to locate per 
Sonal-communication-network members already in the user's 
personal communication network and commence communi 
cations with those personal-communication-network mem 
bers that satisfy the user-defined search criteria. 
0152 Extending an invitation to join the user's personal 
communication network can be accomplished by selecting 
the Invitations tab, which causes an Invitation screen gener 
ated by computer-readable logic to be displayed by the moni 
tor as shown in FIG. 3. An invitation to join a personal com 
munication network by selecting the Invitations tab can be 
sent by entering an email address, contact name, or other 
information identifying the person or user to be invited into an 
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invitation field. Selecting an Invite button causes the system 
to convey an invitation via email or other electronic commu 
nication to join the user's personal communication network to 
the invitee who is identified in the invitation field. 

0153. For the embodiment shown in FIG. 3, the email 
address is entered in the invitation field and the Invite button 
selected. As an example, to illustrate the present technology, 
the fictitious name and email address of Dr. Steve Johnson at 
Fake Hospital is used. The detailed display of FIG. 4 gener 
ated according to the instructions in the computer-readable 
logic allows the user to specify the context in which the user 
will consult with the other physician to be invited into the 
user's personal communication network. For example, the 
detailed-invitation screen shown in FIG. 4 allows the user to 
select one or more of the following consultation contexts: 
Diagnostic, Treatment, Pharmacological, Research, Educa 
tion, and Practice Management. Any number of these con 
texts can be eliminated, replaced with other contexts not 
specifically recited herein, or Supplemented by other contexts 
without departing from the scope of the disclosure. 
0154) To assist the user in selecting a proper context for 
consultation, the user can view a description of each context 
by selecting such an option with an electronic pointing device 
such as a conventional mouse or trackball. In FIG. 4, the 
(description) option positioned adjacent to the context for 
which additional information is sought can be selected to 
view the additional information. 
0155. When the user is specifying the context in which 
he/she will consult with the person or user to be invited, the 
user can also select whether a reciprocal invitation will auto 
matically be accepted, should the invited person or user elect 
to send one. A selection whether to accept any reciprocal 
invitation can be made by choosing the check box, or by any 
other suitable indicia of the user's desire to automatically 
accept any reciprocal invitation to join the personal-commu 
nication network of the invited person or user. And just as 
before, the user can specify the areas in which the user feels 
comfortable rendering advice or generally communicating. 
0156 Sending an invitation to an invitee to join a user's 
personal communication network, and the entire network in 
general, is an attempt to include that invitee in the personal 
communication network of the user in the one or more con 
texts specified by the user. The invitee will be the recipient of 
an email, or other electronically-originated communication 
informing the invitee of the existence of the invitation. Other 
embodiments of the present technology include computer 
readable logic that generates a visual notice, audible notice, 
or a combined visual and audible notice to alert the invitee to 
the existence of the invitation when the invitee logs onto the 
system. As shown in FIG. 3, an invitation table of received 
invitations is generated according to instructions contained in 
computer-readable logic to list recent invitations, a subject, 
date of invitation, and status of the invitation. Status symbols 
Such as Accepted, Rejected. Accepted and Reciprocated, 
Pending, and others can be used to indicate the status of an 
invitation. Other fields can be included in the invitation table, 
Such as the user-selected context, and the like. Further, com 
puter-readable logic can also be included in the present tech 
nology to generate a sent-invitation table to tabulate recent 
invitations extended by the user, and the status of those invi 
tations. 

0157. Upon receiving notice of the invitation's existence 
via email, for example, computer-readable logic included as 
part of the system presents the invitee with a hyperlink to a 
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response page, where the invitee is presented with a plurality 
of optional responses as shown in FIG. 5. In the embodiment 
shown in FIG. 5, the invitee can accept and send a reciprocal 
invitation, accept without sending a reciprocal invitation, and 
decline the invitation to join the user's personal communica 
tion network. 

0158 If the invitee accepts the invitation, a direct commu 
nication link is established between the user and the invitee, 
meaning that the invitee has joined the user's personal com 
munication network, and that the invitee is now a first-degree 
contact or is separated from the user by only one degree of 
separation. The user's first-degree contacts are stored elec 
tronically in a computer accessible memory provided to a 
server, for example. Additionally, the invitee has become a 
member of the user's personal communication network and is 
thereby linked to all of the nodes in the user's personal com 
munication network. It will be appreciated that the nodes in 
the user's personal communication network will be two or 
more degrees of separation away from the invitee once the 
invitee has accepted an invitation from the user. As a member 
of the user's personal communication network, the invitee can 
search or establish communications with other members of 
the user's personal communication network via the invitee's 
link through the user. 
0159. The fact that the invitee has accepted the invitation 
to become a first-degree contact of the user does not neces 
sarily mean that the user has become a first-degree contact of 
the invitee. Whether the user becomes a first-degree contact of 
the invitee is a consequence of the direction of the commu 
nication link. For example, in the scenario where the invitee 
accepts the user's original invitation and declines to offer a 
reciprocal invitation to the user, the communication link is 
said to be unidirectional from the user to the invitee. In this 
case, the invitee is a first-degree contact of the user, but the 
user is not a first-degree contact of the invitee. 
(0160 If the user sent an invitation to the invitee, the invitee 
accepted the invitation and extended a reciprocal invitation to 
the user, the user can accept the reciprocal invitation in much 
the same way as the invitee has to become a first-degree 
contact of the user. The user's acceptance can be automatic if 
the user selected the automatic acceptance option shown in 
FIG. 4, or the user can manually accept such a reciprocal 
invitation. In this scenario, the communication link between 
the user and the invitee is abidirectional communication link, 
meaning that the user and the invitee are first-degree contacts 
of each other and consult with each other in the specified 
COInteXtS. 

0.161 Finally, the invitee can decline the invitation from 
the user, thereby not becoming a first-degree contact of the 
user. If this occurs, computer-readable logic will generate and 
send a response indicating the invitee's desire to decline the 
invitation. The invitee's response can optionally include a 
personal Statement issued by the invitee indicating his/her 
reasons for declining the invitation. 
0162 The process of inviting and receiving invitations 
from others to bring persons or users into the systems entire 
inventory of personal communication networks (the entire 
inventory being described as a global network) and establish 
first-degree contacts is a continuous process. As a non-limit 
ing example, invitations to join a personal-communication 
network will typically be extended to registered physicians as 
those extending the invitations encounter medical-related 
issues with which the invited physicians have experience. 
Once a physician has accepted an invitation to join a personal 
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communication network, the physician can search for mem 
bers of that personal communication network to engage with 
respect to a particular matter, as well as for members of other 
personal communication networks that are linked by a chain 
of communication. 

0163 A chain of communication is a communication path 
that has an uninterrupted path from one node to another in a 
user-specified context. As shown in FIG. 8, example (I) is a 
chain of communication between Node A and Node C that 
includes Node B therebetween. This means that Node A can 
establish communication with Node C using Node B as an 
introduction, or by merely explaining to Node C that Node A 
is a contact of Node B. And Node A can form a preliminary 
opinion about Node C based on what Node A already knows 
about Node B. If Node B is a very astute individual that 
exercises great discretion in establishing first degree contacts, 
Node A can assume that Node C is a reasonably-reliable 
COntact. 

0164. Further, example (II) is a four-node chain of com 
munication that includes Nodes A, B, C and D. Node A can 
establish communication with Node D through Nodes Band 
C. This does not require Node A to communicate first with 
Node B, followed by Node B communicating with Node C, 
and finally Node C communicating with Node D. Instead, 
Node A can communicate directly with any node, including 
Node D, in an attempt to establish a dialogue with Node D. As 
mentioned above, Node A can get an idea of the character of 
Node C by examining the nodes that stand between Node A 
and Node D. 

0.165 Referring again to example (II), Nodes B, C and D 
are all considered to be in the personal communication net 
work of Node A. Generally, each of Nodes A, B, C and D are 
considered to be in each other's personal communication 
network. In fact, any node that a user can establish commu 
nications with via an uninterrupted chain of communication 
is considered to be in the personal communication network of 
the base node. Note that for a node to be considered within the 
personal communication network of the user, communica 
tions can be established with any number of degrees separat 
ing the node from the user. However, the user can elect to 
display only those possible contacts that are within a prede 
termined degree of separation from the user. Other criteria 
can also be used to limit the number of nodes that are dis 
played in response to a search using the system of the present 
technology. 
0166 In one embodiment, each time a first-degree contact 

is added to the user's contact list, this increases the user's 
status as an opinion leader. The system includes computer 
readable logic that identifies one or more opinion leaders 
based on at least the number of first-degree contacts each user 
has. Additionally, the computer-readable language can iden 
tify one or more opinion leaders within a specific subset of the 
entire network. For instance, the system of the present tech 
nology can identify one or more opinion leaders in the field of 
pharmacology, or one or more opinion leaders in the field of 
medical education, or one or more opinion leaders in a geo 
graphic area, and so on. 
0167. The system can optionally generate a listing of the 
one or more opinion leaders and cause the listing of opinion 
leaders to be displayed by the computer terminal with which 
the user accessed the system of the present technology. Com 
puter-readable logic can include instructions controlling the 
identification and display of the opinion leaders. 
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0.168. The system described herein can optionally include 
computer-readable logic for identifying one or more innova 
tors. Any number of factors such as those recited above can be 
considered and assigned a value to be evaluated by an algo 
rithm included in the computer-readable logic. 
0169 FIG. 6 is an illustrative arrangement of a Search 
Screen generated by a CPU under the instruction of com 
puter-readable logic. The user can input one or more key 
words relating to symptoms, medications, therapeutic agents, 
ailments, diseases, viral infections, physicians, hospitals, 
insurance providers, and any other term into a key-word field, 
and optionally narrow the scope of the search to a particular 
Subcategory of the entire network. For example, the scope of 
the search can be narrowed by specifying an insurance pro 
vider, the number of degrees of separation between the user 
and another registered physician that could possess knowl 
edge of interest to the user, registered physicians within a 
predetermined geographic distance from the location of a 
user or other person, a specific context, and any other speci 
fication that will narrow the scope of the search for the key 
words input by the user. 
0170 Selecting the Go button instructs the system to ini 
tiate the search based on the user-specified key words entered 
into the key-word field. Computer-readable logic instructs the 
search to retrieve all possible results that satisfy the key 
words. These results are then filtered to remove any results 
that do not comply with the specifications, or otherwise fall 
within the desired subcategory selected by the user. 
(0171 FIG. 7 is an illustrative Search-Results screen gen 
erated according to instructions included in computer-read 
able logic and displayed by the computer terminal. The search 
results include the names of physicians in the user's personal 
communication network that satisfy the search criteria input 
into the Search Screen. The results in FIG. 7 are tabulated 
with the first-degree, or other most-closely-related contacts 
that satisfy the query listed at the top of the table. The physi 
cians that satisfy the query can possess knowledge or expe 
rience with respect to a certain ailment, practice within a 
predetermined geographic distance from a user-specified 
location, or otherwise be relevant with respect to the key 
words and other criteria used to perform the search. 
0172. As shown in FIG. 7, first-degree contacts listed in 
the first column directly next to the user's profile are physi 
cians who have been personally invited by the user to join the 
user's personal communication network. The second-degree, 
or other second most-closely-related contacts are listed in the 
second column, but starting in rows directly beneathrows that 
list the most-closely-related contacts. For example, in FIG. 7, 
the first-degree contacts returned by the search are listed in 
the first column, and in the first two rows. In rows 3 and 4, the 
second-degree contacts are listed in the second column, each 
of said second-degree contacts being separated from the 
user's profile by a first-degree contact. 
0173 The first-degree contact that separates each second 
degree contact from the user in FIG. 7 is a node in the chain of 
communication that extends from the user to the second 
degree contact. Obviously, the user trusts the first degree 
contact, otherwise the user would not have extended an invi 
tation to the first-degree contact to join the user's personal 
communication network. The user can make a preliminary 
determination about the trustworthiness of the second-degree 
contact by considering the first-degree contact (Node B) 
between the user (Node A) and the second-degree contact 
(Node C). For example, if the first-degree contact is a physi 
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cian in a teaching hospital who is primarily concerned with 
academic research of a particular disease, the second-degree 
contact known by the first-degree contact is likely to have a 
similar background. In another example, the first-degree con 
tact may have become less reputable in light of recent accu 
sations of falsifying experimental data. If the second-degree 
contact was at one time a research partner with the first 
degree contact, the user can exercise caution in consulting 
with the second-degree contact. Regardless of the relation 
ship with the first-degree contact, the user can often obtain an 
initial impression on the second-degree contact based on his 
familiarity with the first-degree contact. 
0.174 Referring once again to FIG. 7, the computer-read 
able logic can also causen" degree contacts to be displayed in 
an arrangement similar to that above for first and second 
degree contacts. Third-degree contacts shown in FIG. 7 are 
listed in the third column from the user and start on row 5. 
Again, the user can gain a preliminary impression of the 
trustworthiness of the third-degree contact by considering the 
trustworthiness of the first and second-degree contacts 
between the third-degree contact and the user. 
0175 Those personal-communication-network members 
who satisfy the search criteria, key words, etc.... entered with 
the Search Screen can be identified as those search results that 
are highlighted. Additionally, one or more of the search 
results can be selected with a cursor, border, or other visual 
indicia, and profile information of the selected search result 
can be shown in a profile window displayed by a display 
device operatively coupled to the computer terminal by com 
puter-readable logic. The user, once making a preliminary 
determination about the trustworthiness of the selected search 
result, can communicate with the selected search result via 
contact information provided in the profile window. Addi 
tionally, contact options are presented in the profile window 
to provide the user with alternate methods of contacting the 
selected search result. Examples of contact options include 
Message, allowing the user to send a message to the selected 
contact with a messenger feature of the present technology; 
Chat, which allows the user and the selected contact to enter 
a chat room provided by the present technology; and other 
contact options. 
0176 By way of example, authorized users are permitted 
to enter a statistical environment where they can obtain sta 
tistical information about physicians that are members of at 
least one personal communication network. Access to the 
statistical environment can be restricted by a login or other 
security feature that would allow authorized users into the 
statistical environment while minimizing the ability of unau 
thorized users to gain access to the statistical environment. 
Similar to the Search Screen, the statistical environment will 
permit the user to specify the statistics the user wishes to 
observe. For example, the user can select to observe at least 
one of the opinion leaders, the innovators, and any other class 
of physicians. Further, the opinion leaders, innovators, and 
other classes of physicians displayed according to the present 
technology can be limited to particular contexts, geographic 
regions, and other specifications similar to those recited 
above to limit the search results displayed on the Search 
Results Screen. 
0177 Although the system and method are described 
herein with reference to the medical field, it is understood that 
the system and method of the present technology can be 
employed in any field. Further, the search results can be 
arranged in any manner that permits observation of the chain 
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of communication between the user and members of the 
user's personal communication network returned by the 
search. 

0178. One aspect of this technology is directed to search 
ing for a member of a searcher's Social network or personal 
communication network wherein that member has informa 
tion on a topic. A search for information within one's personal 
communication network can involve using one or more 
search Strategies. Non-limiting examples of two search strat 
egies are: a broadcast search and/or a directed search. As to 
the former, a broadcast search involves a person contacting 
everyone she knows on a first name basis when seeking out 
information and, in turn, each of these people would contact 
everyone they know asking the same question until theoreti 
cally everyone in the network has been contacted or the per 
son(s) who possess the information are found. On the other 
hand, a directed search involves selecting and contacting 
who, among one's direct contacts, is most likely to possess the 
relevant information or knows of someone within his or her 
personal communication network who does. This person 
would then be contacted and, if he or she did not possess the 
relevant information, would determine who is most likely 
among his or her direct contacts to possess the relevant infor 
mation. In this case, a probability estimate and search strategy 
is based on the following criteria: 
0179 1) degree of knowledge/awareness and trust of who 
knows what (i.e., local information) among direct contacts 
which is acquired through various interactions over time. 
0180. It may be the case that other direct contacts possess 
relevant information, or know of someone who does, but it is 
more efficient if a searcher approaches a direct contact based 
on some relevant parameter which correlates with the infor 
mation being sought. For example, it is more efficient to 
search through a direct contact's personal communication 
network if that contact is a lawyer and the question has to do 
with the law, than it is to search through a direct contacts 
network if that contact is a carpenter. That is, a lawyer is more 
likely to know other lawyers; whereas, a carpenter may know 
a lawyer(s), but it is more likely they know and have strong 
connections to other carpenters. Of course, if the search was 
relevant to building furniture, it would be more efficient to 
search through the carpenter's personal communication net 
work. Using such “local information is an effective strategy 
to conducting a targeted search. The present technology pro 
vides a method and system by which a searcher can manually 
select certain parameters to effectively search his or her per 
Sonal communication network to identify the shortest path 
between the searcher and the person(s) who possess the rel 
evant information wherein the main parameter is based on 
“local information' (i.e., personal knowledge of direct con 
tacts). 
0181. A directed search can be described as a search strat 
egy that can be used to search a collection of linked databases. 
A directed search is distinct from a broadcast search because 
in most cases, less than all of the available searchable data 
bases will be searched in the directed search, and the 
sequence of databases that are searched in a directed search 
will have a logical basis. In one embodiment, an anchor 
database or anchor node is selected by the searcher, and the 
anchor database or anchor node is commonly a first-degree 
contact. The anchor database is then searched (e.g., using 
computer-readable logic) for the sought-after search term(s). 
After the anchor database or anchor node has been searched, 
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additional databases or nodes are selected to be searched 
based upon their similarity to the anchor database or anchor 
node. 

0182 An anchor database is a database that is used in a 
directed search to aid in guiding or directing the search to 
meaningful databases throughout a collectively-linked data 
base network. In one embodiment, an anchor database is the 
first database to be searched in a directed search. An anchor 
database also serves as the basis for selecting additional data 
bases to be searched throughout the course of a directed 
search. In one embodiment, an anchor database is used in a 
similarity correlation to make a relative determination of 
which directly-linked database is most like the anchor data 
base. And a database that is directly linked to the anchor 
database and which is also most like the anchor database, 
relative to the other directly-linked databases, is then 
searched for the sought-after data. For illustration, the data 
base that is directly linked to the anchor database and that has 
been identified by a similarity correlation as being most like 
the anchor database will be called the 'second-searched data 
base' (the first-searched database being the anchor database). 
The 'second-searched database' is then searched for the 
sought-after data. The directed search can then proceed from 
the “second-searched database' to a “third-searched data 
base.” The “third-searched database' is a database that is 
directly linked to the “second-searched database' (but it is not 
the anchor database) and identified by a similarity correlation 
as being most like the anchor database relative to other data 
bases that are directly linked to the “second-searched data 
base. A directed search can proceed on in this manner 
through a “third-searched database,” a “fourth-searched data 
base,” a “fifth-searched database.” and so forth through an 
“nth-searched database.” There is no limit on the number of 
databases that can be searched using a directed search 
method. 

0183 Any database can act as an anchor database. In one 
embodiment, a node in a Social network map can be an anchor 
database. In another embodiment, an interne or intranet web 
site can act as an anchor database. 

0184. In another search embodiment, a directed-search 
strategy is conducted through the 'second-searched data 
base.” “third-searched database, and “fourth-searched data 
base' and then from that database, the search strategy stops 
being a directed search strategy and becomes a broadcast 
search of all databases that are directly and then indirectly 
linked to the database at which the directed search strategy 
ended. This is an example of a combination of directed and 
broadcast search Strategies, and this combination of search 
strategies is within the scope of the technology described 
herein. 

0185. In a social-network search embodiment, a directed 
search strategy can also be combined with historical search 
data. In Such an embodiment, the historical data relates to 
determining who among a Social-network node's first-degree 
contacts the node historically identified as an anchor in con 
ducting a search on a particular topic. Stated differently, if a 
node conducting a search identified one of their first-degree 
contacts as an anchor regarding a search relating to "cars, the 
historical data will reflect that that node made that first-degree 
contact anchor selection when the topic was “cars'. And a 
Social-network search strategy may combine a directed 
search Strategy with historical data in order to guide a search 
throughout a social network. In such a social-network Search 
strategy, a directed search (as has been described above) of 
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the social network may be performed and when the directed 
search reaches a node that has historical data relating to the 
Subject search topic, the current search may be redirected 
based upon the historical anchor selection that the node pre 
viously made on the same or similar search topic. In other 
words, in a search embodiment, historical data may be used to 
override a directed-search similarity-correlation calculation 
in making a determination as to which database/node is to be 
searched next. 

0186. In yet another embodiment, the historical data can 
be used to initiate a second search in addition to the existing 
directed search. As an example of Such an embodiment, a 
directed search of a social network is conducted until it 
reaches a node with historical data relating to anchor-data 
base/anchor-node selection on the current search topic. Upon 
reaching that node, two separate searches may spring from 
that node. One of those searches may be a continuation of the 
initial directed search that proceeds to follow a search path 
dictated by a similarity correlation determination. The second 
search will be initiated/directed to a node based upon histori 
cal data and not based upon a similarity correlation calcula 
tion. So at any point during the course of a directed search, a 
second search may be initiated based upon historical data. 
0187. In yet another embodiment, any combination of 
search Strategies; i.e., a directed search strategy, a broadcast 
search Strategy, and a historical-data search strategy; may be 
employed in performing a search of a collectively-linked 
databases or a social network. 

0188 In another embodiment, the presently described 
technology provides for simultaneously initiating two or 
more directed searches of at least one collection of linked 
databases. More specifically, two or more directed searches 
can be initiated simultaneously, wherein a first search is per 
formed on a first collection of linked databases and a second 
search is performed on a second collection of linked data 
bases. 

0189 Another embodiment is directed to initiating a 
directed search from a single search field. This is performed 
by entering into the search field: both a directed-search search 
term and a term that identifies an anchor database. A differ 
entiator is used within the field to differentiate the directed 
search search term from the term that identifies the anchor 
database. The differentiator is also used to indicate which of 
the two terms are the directed-search search term and which 
of the two terms is the term that identifies an anchor database. 
FIG. 23 provides an illustration of this embodiment, wherein 
the directed-search search term is Fishing; the term that iden 
tifies the anchor database is “Bill Dance'; and parenthesis are 
used as the visual indicator. In an embodiment, the differen 
tiator can be a visual or audible. 

0.190 Computer-readable logic can be used to perform 
any of this described search methods. 
0191) A similarity correlation is an algorithm or math 
ematical function used to determine the degree of similarity 
between two databases. Any algorithm or mathematical func 
tion can be used to perform this function. As a non-limiting 
example, a useful algorithm or mathematical function would 
simply count the number of data entries in common (i.e., 
shared) between the two databases. The degree of similarity 
could then be described on a percentage basis by a function 
having the form: 
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Number of Data Entries in Common 

Between a First and Second Database 
Total Number of Data Entries x 100% 

Possessed by the First Database 

0.192 Other forms of relative comparison can also be 
employed. 
0193 Linked databases are databases that are connected to 
each other in some manner. As a non-limiting example of 
linked databases, wherein people are characterized as data 
bases, a Social network represents a group of people or data 
bases that are linked to one another through the people that 
they know. In other words, social networks illustrate how 
people are linked to the people that they know directly (first 
degree contacts) as well as to the people that they know 
indirectly through their friends. As another example of linked 
databases, electronic models of actual Social networks will 
often assignattributes to each electronic Social-network node, 
and those attributes may be directed to a node/person's pro 
fession, hobbies, geographic location, or other descriptive 
characteristic. The collection of attributes that are assigned to 
a particular social network node make up a single database of 
data that can be used to describe the subject social-network 
node. And each individual electronic Social-network node has 
Such a descriptive database assigned to it. So an electronic 
model of a social network will commonly have a plurality of 
descriptive databases that are linked to each other, through 
electronic links or electronic connections, in an arrangement 
that is representative of the actual social network. The data 
bases are linked by electronic links or electronic connections 
represent an embodiment of linked databases within the 
scope of the present technology. Other embodiments wherein 
databases are linked electronically or in some other way are 
also within the scope of this technology. 
0194 In general, at least one embodiment of this technol 
ogy is directed to a method or system for searching databases. 
Further, this technology is directed to a method or system for 
searching one or more databases in order to identify at least 
one database that has data on a topic. In one embodiment, the 
search method or system is applied to a plurality of databases 
that are collectively linked together in a highly-branched 
architecture. A non-limiting two-dimensional illustrative 
example of a highly-branched architecture of a collection of 
linked databases is provided: 

D 
N 
1. 
D D 

(0195 wherein D is a database; and 
0196) wherein “-” is a link between two databases 
0197) In one embodiment, social networks and personal 
communication networks serve as non-limiting examples of 
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collections of linked databases having highly-branched archi 
tectures upon which the inventive search method or system 
can be applied. 
0.198. In one embodiment, the search method or system 
can be applied to a collection of linked databases that have an 
architecture wherein at least a portion of the architecture can 
be described by the expression: 

D,--D 

0199 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0200 wherein each D represents a database; 
0201 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; and 
0202 wherein “a” is an integer greater than or equal to 1. 
0203 As a non-limiting example, an architecture of a col 
lectively-linked database that falls within the scope of the 
expression: 

0204 wherein “a” is 4, is presented: 
D D 
N p/ 

0205. In another embodiment, the search method or sys 
tem can be applied to a collection of databases that have at 
least a portion of their architecture that can be described by 
the expression: 

D,--D-it-D), 

0206 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0207 wherein D represents a database; 
0208 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; 
0209 wherein a is an integer greater than or equal to 1: 
0210 wherein b is an integer greater than or equal to 0; and 
0211 wherein the value of each b is independently 
selected. 
0212 AS non-limiting examples, two architectures of col 
lective databases that fall within the scope of the expression: 

D,--D-it-D), 

0213 wherein “a” is 4 and wherein each “b' is 1, are 
presented: 
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0214. Still further, in another embodiment, the search 
method or system can be applied to a collection of databases 
that have at least a portion of their architecture that can be 
described by the expression: 

D,--D-it-D-it-D). 

0215 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0216 wherein each D represents a database; 
0217 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; 
0218 wherein eacha is an integer greater than or equal to 
One, 
0219 wherein each b is an integer greater than or equal to 
0: 
0220 wherein each c is an integer greater than or equal to 
0; and 
0221 wherein each b and c is independently selected. 
0222. As a non-limiting example, an architecture of col 
lective databases that falls within the scope of the expression: 

D,--D-it-D-it-D). 

0223 wherein “a” “b, and “care as described above, is 
presented: 

-D 
D 

D 

y 
V D Ikyo V 

D 
D1 

0224. As mentioned above, one embodiment for perform 
ing a directed search involves searching for information 
within a plurality of databases that are collectively linked 
together in a highly-branched architecture. In one particular 
embodiment, a directed search is used to search a social 
network or personal communication network. Further, a 
directed search of such a collection of individual databases 
involves searching less than all of the individual databases in 
the collection. Instead, the search for the information is chan 
neled or directed to the individual databases that are most 
likely to contain the sought-after data or information, or have 
access to a database that does. And as a result, a directed 
search of Such a collection of databases typically involves 
searching only a portion of the individual databases in the 
entire collection. 
0225. All of the databases described above are within the 
Scope of being searched using the search methods described 
herein. 
0226. Another embodiment is directed to establishing a 
Social-network path from a search initiator to a person that is 
identified in a website. Stated differently, if a search initiator 
conducting an internet or intranet website search wants to 
know of at least one social-networkpath that connects them to 
a specific person that has been named or identified in a spe 
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cific website, then this embodiment provides for establishing 
at least one social-network path from the search initiator to 
the person that is identified in the website. In a particular 
embodiment, the website that names oridentifies the person is 
listed among the search initiator's website search results. 
0227. In order to establish a social-network path from a 
search initiator to a person that is either named or identified in 
a website, computer-readable logic is used to match the per 
son identified in the website with a representative node in an 
existing Social-network map. In other words, the computer 
readable logic Searches one or more existing Social-network 
maps for a social-network node that represents the person 
identified in the website. 

0228. When the computer-readable logic is searching for a 
match, the sequence in which the computer-readable logic 
searches for the match is not intended as a limitation on the 
presently described technology. In other words, in a first type 
of search sequence, the computer-readable logic searches for 
a match by basing the search on the identity in the website and 
Subsequently searches for a node in an existing Social-net 
work map wherein the node represents the identity in the 
website. Once the computer-readable logic locates Such a 
representative node, the computer readable logic forms a 
match between the two. Alternatively, in a second type of 
search sequence, the computer-readable logic determines the 
representative identity of a node in an existing Social-network 
map and Subsequently searches for an identity or name match 
in the target website. In yet another embodiment, the com 
puter-readable logic performs the match by employing both 
types of search sequences simultaneously. In still another 
embodiment, the computer-readable logic can perform a 
combination of the two types of search sequences in order to 
match the person identified in a website with a node in a social 
network map. Any known computer-readable logic or search 
engine can be used in this technology to perform a search 
function that matches either 1) a Social-network node to an 
identity in a website or 2) an identity in a website to a social 
network node. 

0229. There is no limitation on the types of social-network 
maps that can be used in performing a match between a 
Social-network node and a person that is either named or 
identified in a website. As mentioned above, an embodiment 
of this technology provides for performing the Social-net 
work-node/website-identity match using a social-network 
map that has a node representing the search initiator. In one 
embodiment, computer-readable logic performs a match by 
searching representative nodes in a social-network map that 
has been constructed using an invitation-and-acceptance 
method as described above. 

0230. For ease of explanation, a social-network node that 
represents the identity in the website will herein be identified 
as the website-identity node. Furthermore, a social-network 
node that represents the search initiator will herein be iden 
tified as the search-initiator node. Once the computer-read 
able logic has successfully performed a match between a 
Social-network node and a person identified in a website, and 
thereby determined that the website identity is a node in a 
Social network, additional computer-readable logic is used to 
select a social-networkpath between the search-initiator node 
and the website-identity node. In establishing a social-net 
work path between the search-initiator node and the website 
identity node, the search-initiator node and the website-iden 
tity node are preferably part of the same Social-network map. 
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0231 Where the search-initiator node and the website 
identity node are part of the same Social-network map, the 
map may provide for any number of social-network paths 
between the search-initiator node and the website-identity 
node. And the actual number of social-network paths between 
the search-initiator node and the website-identity node is in 
no way a limitation. In one embodiment, the computer-read 
able logic actually establishes a social-network path by 
selecting an existing social-network path from among those 
available in the social-network map, wherein the selected 
path connects the search-initiator node to the Social-network 
node. The computer-readable logic can select any Social 
network path from the Social-network map, as long as the 
selected path connects the search-initiator node to the web 
site-identity node. In one embodiment, the computer-read 
able logic selects an existing path from the Social-network 
map, wherein relative to all of the paths from the search 
initiator node to the website-identity node, the selected path 
has the fewest number of intervening nodes between the 
search-initiator node and the website-identity node. 
0232. In one embodiment, a path from the search-initiator 
node to the website-identity node can be displayed in combi 
nation with the website listed as a search result. In another 
embodiment, the website search result is the product of an 
internet search or an intranet search. 
0233. As a non-limiting example, FIG. 9 provides an 
embodiment of an interface that will act as a bridge or gate 
way allowing the user/search initiator to search multiple data 
bases and various types of databases either individually or 
simultaneously. Such databases may include, but are not lim 
ited to, Social search networks and Social search engines, 
traditional search engines, individual websites or webpages 
(such as popular sites like Amazon.com or sites that the user 
frequently visits), online databases such as Medline, indi 
viduals, groups, institutions, governments, and the like. The 
interface will allow for general broadcast searches as well as 
anchored, directed searches, and the user will also be able to 
type particular web addresses into the browser. The user will 
also have the option to edit the lists that appear in their 
personal manifestations of this interface. For example, if user 
X frequently visits webmed.com to search for information, 
the interface will allow (and possibly even prompt) the user to 
add webmd.com to its list of anchors. Below are some visual 
examples of this interface and examples of the utility of such 
interface. 
0234 FIG. 10 provides a non-limiting embodiment of a 
Social-search-engine results display. More specifically, FIG. 
10 provides a clear delineation of one or more social-network 
paths connecting the user (search initiator) to social-network 
nodes matching the search initiator's search criteria. 
0235 FIG. 11 provides an embodiment for viewing/dis 
playing a Social network path from a user/search initiator to a 
social-network member (Dr. Anna Meadows). This path 
could be provided (1) on the current web page, (2) on the 
traditional results page or toolbar, or (3) it could open a new 
window with Social search engine results displayed, where 
the user is logged in as the user and Anna Meadows' is the 
query term. 
0236. As a non-limiting example, FIG. 12 provides a 
search embodiment wherein a search initiator wants to locate 
Frank Ecock within her interpersonal network. She suspects 
that Mike Markus may know Frank or know of someone who 
does. Therefore, she anchors her search with a person, “Mike 
Markus.' by clearing the boxes and checking only the box 
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next to Mike's name. Note, searching through a person may 
require that the user/search initiator uncheck all the boxes 
next to the other databases, too, by selecting “clear all.” 
0237 FIG. 13 provides an embodiment of a search result 
display based upon the search described in FIG. 12. 
0238. As a non-limiting example, FIG. 14 provides a 
search embodiment wherein a search initiator wants to find 
Frank Ecock within her interpersonal network, and she sus 
pects that Mike Markus may know Frank or know of someone 
who does. However, she also wants to search for relevant 
information regarding Frank on the World Wide Web using 
the google search engine. In this case, Heather performs a 
search using two anchors, Mike Markus and google.com. To 
do so, she anchors her search with a person, “Mike Markus.” 
by clearing the boxes and checking only the box next to 
Mike's name, and by clearing the boxes in the other database 
table (by selecting “clear all') and checking the box next to 
www.google.com. 
0239 FIG. 15 provides an embodiment of a search result 
display based upon the search described in FIG. 14. In this 
embodiment, the first anchored search (via Mike) yields the 
results presented in the top half of the “split screen; the path 
from Heather (the user) to Frank Ecock (the query). The 
second anchored search (via Google) yields the results pre 
sented in the bottom half of the screen. 

0240. As a non-limiting example, FIG. 16 provides a 
search embodiment wherein a search initiator wants to locate 
information regarding cancer within her interpersonal net 
work. She suspects that Brian Smith may have information on 
the topic cancer or know someone who does. Therefore, she 
anchors her search with a person, “Brian Smith.” by clearing 
the boxes and checking only the box next to Brian's name. 
0241 FIG. 17 provides an embodiment of a search result 
display based upon the search described in FIG. 16. In these 
results, Brian has information on cancer, and all of the other 
individuals listed in the results table (1) have information 
regarding cancer, and (2) are connected to Heather (the user) 
via her first degree colleague Brian Smith. (we can tell this by 
noting that Brian is listed repeatedly in the first column). 
0242. As a non-limiting example, FIG. 18 provides a 
search embodiment wherein a search initiator wants to find 
information regarding "cancer within her interpersonal net 
work, and she Suspects that Brian Smith may have informa 
tion on the topic cancer or know someone who does. How 
ever, she also wants to search for relevant information 
regarding cancer on the World Wide Web using the google 
search engine. In this case, Heather performs a search using 
two anchors, Brian Smith and google.com. To do so, she 
anchors her search with a person, “Brian Smith.” by clearing 
the boxes and checking only the box next to Brian's name, and 
by clearing the boxes in the website table (by selecting “clear 
all’) and checking the box next to www.google.com 
0243 FIG. 19 provides an embodiment of a search result 
display based upon the search described in FIG. 18. In this 
case, the first anchored search (via Brian) yields the results 
presented in the top half of the “split screen; the path from 
Heather (the user) to people in her interpersonal network that 
have information regarding cancer (the query). The second 
anchored search (via Google) yields the results presented in 
the bottom half of the screen. These results are interactive. For 
example, if Heather (the user) clicks on a person's name in the 
top half of the screen, in this example she has clicked on Brian 
Smith, then the bottom half of the screen presents Google 
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results in which the person's name (e.g. Brian) and the origi 
nal search query (i.e. cancer) becomes the new search query. 
0244 FIG. 20 provides yet another embodiment of a 
search results display based upon the search described in FIG. 
18. In this case, the results look similar to traditional google 
search results with one exception—the list line of each para 
graph/the last part of the description for each individual 
result, indicates the path from the user (i.e. Heather) to the 
individual with the queried information that is listed, cited, 
etc. in that particular result. In this example, the search was 
anchored via Brian Smith, so Brian is always the first link in 
the paths of these results. 
0245 FIG. 21 provides an embodiment of a search result 
display that could be employed in a system in which a web 
crawler locates all websites and web pages relevant to (e.g. 
written by or including information about) all new and current 
Social-network nodes/users or if a social network and tradi 
tional network were to merge or otherwise join forces” and 
integrate databases. In this case, the results could be a format 
ting embodiment of the Social search engine results page Such 
that, when a search initiator types in “cancer instead of 
receiving a list of physicians' names and paths connecting the 
search initiator to those individuals, the search initiator is 
provided with a list of websites and web pages identified by 
the Social search engine's web crawler as including informa 
tion about network members and users. These results would 
be organized in a manner that could be a hybrid form of 
traditional search results pages—including the URL (uni 
form resource locator), name of the site or page, description, 
etc. —as well as components of the Social search engine 
results page personal profiles and paths linking the user to 
the author, publisher, or person affiliated with the website or 
web page. 
0246. Another embodiment of the technology is directed 
to constructing one or more social-network maps that serve as 
Social-network models. In particular, an embodiment pro 
vides a method or system for Substituting a portion of a first 
Social-network map with at least a portion of a second Social 
network map. More specifically, an embodiment is directed to 
Substituting a portion of a first Social-network map with at 
least a portion of a second Social-network map, wherein the 
portion of the first Social-network map is a social-network 
path and the portion of the second social-network map is a 
Social-network path. Computer-readable logic can be used to 
perform any of the Social-network map or social-network 
path substitutions. In order to substitute a first social-network 
path with at least a portion of a second Social-network path, 
the first social-network path at least in part has the form: 

and the portion of the second Social-network path has the 
form: 

D.--D, is Dr. 

0247 wherein each D represents a node: 
0248 wherein D represents a first node: 
0249 wherein D, represents a second node: 
0250 wherein each D represents an intervening node 
between D and D. 
0251 
Zero; 

wherein “y” is an integer greater than or equal to 
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0252 wherein “Z” is an integer greater than or equal to 
Zero; and 
0253 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
nodes. 
0254 AS non-limiting examples, two exemplary Social 
network paths that fall within the scope of the general form: 

is a first Social-network path having four intervening nodes: 
D—D—D—D—D—D. 

and a second social-network path having five intervening 
nodes: 

Other non-limiting examples of two exemplary Social-net 
work paths that fall within the scope of the general form: 

is a third social-network path having one intervening node: 
D—D—D 

and a fourth Social-network path having two intervening 
nodes: 

0255. A non-limiting visual example of one of the 
embodiments for substituting a first social-network path with 
at least a portion of a second Social-network path is provided 
below. 
0256 A first social-network path from D to D7. 

D—D—D—D—Ds—D—D7 

0257 wherein the portion of the first social-network path 
represented by: 

- -D-D-D-D-DH 

is Substituted with a second Social-network path: 

- -D-D-Do-D-H 

thereby producing a new social-network path: 
D—D—Ds—Do De D7 

In the above non-limiting example of Substituting a first 
Social-network path with at least a portion of a second social 
network path, the new social-network path has a different 
intervening path than the intervening path in the first social 
network path. 
0258 Another embodiment is directed to copying or alto 
gether removing a portion of a social-network map and Sub 
stituting that portion back into a different section of the same 
Social-network map. This same-social-network-map Substi 
tution embodiment is performed in a similar manner as the 
above-described substitution method for substituting a por 
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tion of a first map into a second map, with the exception that 
in this embodiment the portion of the map that is copied or 
altogether removed is substituted back into a different loca 
tion of the same Social-network map from which it was taken. 
0259. To further define the use of computer readable logic 
in a Substitution embodiment of this technology, computer 
readable logic can be used to define the portions of a first 
social-network map that are to be substituted into a different 
portion of the first social-network map or that are to be sub 
stituted into a second Social-network map. In order to define 
the social-network portions that are to be substituted or sub 
stituted into, an embodiment provides that the computer 
readable logic identifies an existing path between two nodes, 
and then locates alternate paths between the two nodes from 
among paths in existing social-network maps. 
0260 There is no limit on the different types of substitu 
tions that can be made into a social-network map or Social 
networkpath. In one embodiment, the Substitution replaces or 
removes at least one node in the intervening-node portion of 
a social-network path. In another embodiment, the Substitu 
tion adds one or more additional nodes to the intervening 
node portion of a Social-network path. In still another 
embodiment of the technology, the Substitution replaces one 
or more intervening nodes, removes one or more intervening 
nodes, adds at least one or more intervening nodes, rearranges 
one or more intervening nodes, or a combination thereof to 
the intervening-node portion of a Social-network path. 
0261) Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to constructing a social-network map by grafting a section of 
a first Social-network map onto at least one node in a second 
social-network map. Still another embodiment of this tech 
nology is directed to copying or removing a section of a first 
network map and grafting it onto a different portion of the first 
Social-network map. Grafting occurs when at least a portion 
of a social-network map is copied or removed from one sec 
tion of the Social-network map and directly linked to a node in 
another section of the Social-network map. Grafting also 
occurs when a portion of a first Social-network map is copied 
or removed from a section of the first Social-network map and 
directly linked to a node in a second Social-network map. 
0262 Below is a non-limiting visual example of a portion 
of a first Social-network map that is grafted onto a second 
social-network map. The portion of the first social-network 
map represented by: 

D 
D1'ND 

M \ 
Di Dis 

D1 

0263 wherein each “D is a database from the first 
Social-network map; and 
0264 wherein each'-' is a link between the databases, the 
portion of the second social-network map represented by: 

D-D 
W v 

0265 wherein each “D is a database from the second 
Social-network map; and 
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0266 wherein each '-' is a link between the databases, 
and the portion of the first social-network map grafted onto 
the portion of the second social-network map represented by: 

D1'ND 
A V 

D1 D1 a. 
D1 

D2 D2 
v 

D2 D2 

0267 wherein “D,”, “D, and “-” areas described above: 
and 
0268 wherein “D-D' represents the point of grafting. 
0269 Computer-readable logic can be used to perform the 
grafting of one or more collections of linked databases onto a 
node or another collection of linked databases. 
0270. In one grafting embodiment, social networks and 
personal communication networks serve as non-limiting 
examples of collections of linked databases having highly 
branched architectures upon which the method or system for 
grafting can be applied. 
0271 In one embodiment, the grafting method or system 
can be applied to grafting a collection of linked databases to 
another collection of linked databases wherein at least a por 
tion of each of the linked-database architectures can be 
described by the expression: 

D,--D 

0272 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0273 wherein each D represents a database; 
0274 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; and 
0275 wherein “a” is an integer greater than or equal to 1. 
0276. As a non-limiting example, an architecture of a col 
lection of linked databases that falls within the scope of the 
expression: 

(0277 wherein “a” is 4, is presented: 
D D 
N p/ 
/* N 

D D 

0278. In another embodiment, the grafting method or sys 
tem can be applied to grafting a collection of linked databases 
to another collection of linked databases wherein at least a 
portion of each of the linked-database architectures can be 
described by the expression: 

D,--D-it-D), 

0279 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0280 wherein D represents a database; 
0281 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; 
0282 whereina is an integer greater than or equal to 1; 
0283 wherein b is an integer greater than or equal to 0; and 
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0284 wherein the value of each b is independently 
selected. 
0285. As non-limiting examples, two architectures of col 
lectively-linked databases that fall within the scope of the 
expression: 

D,--D-it-D), 

0286 wherein “a” is 4 and wherein each “b' is 1, are 
presented: 

D D 
D-D N / 

D D Y/ N/ 
/ N D. 

D R p^ YD 
4 D and Dy Y 

0287 Still further, in another embodiment, the grafting 
method or system can be applied to grafting a collection of 
linked databases to another collection of linked databases 
wherein at least a portion of each of the linked-database 
architectures can be described by the expression: 

D,--D-it-D-it-D). 

0288 wherein D, is a seed database; 
0289 wherein each D represents a database; 
0290 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
databases; 
0291 wherein eacha is an integer greater than or equal to 
O 

10292 wherein each b is an integer greater than or equal to 
0: 
0293 wherein each c is an integer greater than or equal to 
0; and 
0294 wherein each b and c is independently selected. 
0295. As a non-limiting example, an architecture of col 
lectively-linked databases that falls within the scope of the 
expression: 

D,--D-it-D-it-D). 

0296 wherein “a” “b, and “care as described above, is 
presented: 

D 

r 4, 
M/ 
D 
/ \-2PN 
D D D Y 
1. 

0297 Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to visually qualifying a link between two nodes in a social 
network map. Visually qualifying a link can be performed in 
a number of different ways, and this technology is not limited 
to any specific type of visual qualification. Non-limiting 
examples of visual qualifiers that can be used to visually 
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qualify a link between two linked databases or two nodes in a 
Social-network map are: a colored line, a number on or in 
close proximity to a line, a line of varying thickness, a dashed 
line, a dotted line, or a combination thereof. More specifi 
cally, a visual link qualification can be used to qualify any link 
in a collection of linked databases, and in one embodiment, 
the collection of linked databases is made up either entirely or 
at least in part by Social-network nodes. Visual qualifiers can 
be used to indicate the type of link between two nodes. As 
non-limiting examples, a visual qualifier for a link between 
nodes can be used to describe the quantity of different cat 
egories of data that are exchanged between the first database 
and the second database, the number of communications that 
are exchanged between the first database and the second 
database, or the length of time the first database has been 
linked to the second database. 
0298. In one embodiment for using visual qualifiers to 
describe a link between two linked databases, the linked 
databases are linked websites. In another embodiment for 
using visual qualifiers to describe a link between two linked 
databases, the linked databases are linked social network 
nodes. 
0299. A non-limiting example of a method for displaying 
a portion of a collection of linked databases, and specifically 
a link between two databases, uses color to visually qualify 
the link. Specifically, a link between two databases has the 
form: 

D-c-D 

(0300 wherein “D, is a first database, 
0301 wherein “D is a second database, 
0302 wherein'-' represents a link between the first data 
base and the second database, 
0303 wherein'c' represents a color designation of the “- 
link between the first database and the second database, and 
0304 wherein the color designation of the “-” link quali 
fies the link as any of two or more possible link qualifications. 
0305 An additional non-limiting example of a method for 
displaying a portion of a collection of linked databases, and 
specifically a link between two databases, uses a number to 
visually qualify the link. Specifically, a link between two 
databases has the form: 

D-n-D 

(0306 wherein “D, is a first database, 
0307 wherein “D.” is a second database, 
0308 wherein'-' represents a link between the first data 
base and the second database, and 
(0309 wherein “n” is a number that qualifies the link 
between the first database and the second database. 
0310. An embodiment of this technology is directed to 
recording directed-search data. Specifically, an embodiment 
is directed to making a record, electronic or other, that a 
particular search term and anchor database were used in com 
bination to perform a directed search of a collection of limited 
databases. A directed search can be performed using any of 
the embodiments described herein. Furthermore, making a 
record that a search term was used in combination with a 
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particular anchor database can be applied to a directed search 
of any collection of linked databases. The collection of linked 
databases can be a collection of linked websites on an inter 
net, a collection of linked websites on an intranet system, a 
collection of linked nodes having the form of a social-net 
work map, a collection of linked databases that is the product 
of an invitation-and acceptance method, or a collection of 
linked databases wherein each linked databases is indepen 
dently selected from an internet website, an intranet website, 
and a social-network node. 

0311. Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to using the record of a search term and anchor database that 
have been used in combination to qualify a database as an 
opinion leader, as a database that is most likely to have infor 
mation on a topic relative to other databases in a collection of 
linked databases, as a database that is more likely than not to 
have information on a topic relative to other databases in a 
collection of linked databases, as a database that is most likely 
to be directly linked to another database having information 
on a search topic, or as a database that is more likely than not 
to be directly linked to a database having information on a 
topic. Yet another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to visually displaying the database qualification to a user or 
administrator after the record has been used to qualify the 
database. 

0312 Still another embodiment of this technology is 
directed to an inferential network and related systems and 
methods. An inferential network is a distinct network that is 
constructed as a result of one or more directed searches of one 
or more collections of linked databases. Stated differently, an 
inferential network is a network that is separate from the one 
or more collection of linked databases that are subject to a 
directed search. Further, an inferential network is a network 
that is constructed based upon the inferences that one or more 
search initiators make in selecting an anchor database for a 
directed search. 

0313 To further define an inferential network and its con 
struction, the mechanics of a directed search of a collection of 
linked databases must be understood. As mentioned above, a 
directed search is initiated by a search initiator using a key 
word search in combination with an anchor database that the 
search initiator has selected as being most likely to possess 
information on the search topic, as being most likely to be 
directly linked to another database having information on the 
search topic, or a combination thereof. In selecting an anchor 
database, the search initiator is making an inference about 
what information the anchor database possesses, about the 
databases that the search anchor is likely to be directly linked 
to, or a combination thereof. Further, the search initiator is 
drawing an inference about which database is most likely to 
have information on a topic, about the databases that are a 
single degree of separation from the anchor database, or a 
combination thereof. In Summary, the search initiator is draw 
ing an inference on an anchor database and databases that are 
a single degree of separation away from the anchor database. 
0314. As a non-limiting example, if a search initiator is 
conducting a directed search of a collection of linked data 
bases and the search topic is “cancer, then the search initiator 
will select an anchor database by drawing an inference on 
which database in a collection or collections of linked data 
bases is most likely to possess information on the search topic 
"cancer.” by drawing an inference on which database is most 
likely to be directly linked to another database having infor 
mation on "cancer or a combination thereof. And it is the 
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search initiator's inference in selecting an anchor database 
that provides the basis for the inferential link between the 
inferential-network search-initiator node and the inferential 
network anchor-database node. 

0315. An inferential network is a network that is based 
upon the inferences that one or more directed-search search 
initiators have made about the one or more anchor databases 
that they have selected in conducting their directed searches. 
Further, an inferential network is made up of one or more 
inferential links between inferential-network nodes. In one 
embodiment, an inferential network is made up entirely of 
inferential-network nodes and inferential links, wherein the 
inferential link or links represent the inferences that one or 
more databases have made about another database or data 
bases. 
0316. As a non-limiting example, an inferential link is or 
can be created between a first inferential-network node and a 
second inferential-network node wherein the first inferential 
network node represents a directed-search search initiator 
that has conducted a directed search using a search term in 
combination with an anchor database and wherein the second 
inferential-network node represents the anchor database used 
in the directed search. The directionality of an inferential link 
between a first inferential-network node and a second infer 
ential-network node is from the first inferential-network node 
that represents a directed-search search initiator to the second 
inferential-network node that represents the anchor database 
used in the search initiator's directed search. In one embodi 
ment, an inferential link is created when a search initiator 
initiates a directed search. In another embodiment, an infer 
ential link is created after a search initiator initiates a directed 
search. In still another embodiment, the inferential link is 
created as a function of search data, directed-search search 
data, broadcast-search search data, or a combination thereof. 
0317. In another embodiment, an inferential link can be 
created when a search initiator selects or electronically clicks 
on one of the search initiator's search results. Because the 
search initiator is making an inference about which of the 
search results is most likely to possess information on the 
search term or search topic, an inferential link can be created 
from an inferential-network node representing the search ini 
tiator to an inferential-network node representing the selected 
search result. As non-limiting examples, the search results or 
selected search result can be a website, a social-network node, 
an inferential-network node, or any electronic database or 
document available on the internet or on an intranet system. 
0318. In still another embodiment of this technology, an 
inferential link can be created outside the setting of a directed 
search that requires a first-degree contact or first-degree data 
base to be selected as an anchor database. For example, con 
sider the illustrative display generated by the computer pro 
cessor according to computer-readable logic shown in FIG. 
24. In FIG. 24, the search initiator is optionally provided with 
a field in which he can specify an anchor database other than 
one of his first-degree contacts in his personal communica 
tion network, and other than the websites or other predeter 
mined anchor-database options. For example, the search ini 
tiator can login to a website outside of the personal 
communication network setting that will allow the search 
initiator to conduct the equivalent of a directed search. Just as 
before, the search initiator can specify a search string in a 
search field, but instead of selecting an anchor database from 
a finite number of available options, the search initiator can 
specify any desired anchor database in an 'anchor database' 
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field. In this manner, the search initiator is provided with the 
freedom to select any anchor database without being con 
strained to network members who have accepted a formal 
invitation or other predetermined options. 
0319. In a non-limiting example of creating an inferential 
link when a search initiator selects or electronically clicks on 
one of the search initiator's search results; if a search initiator 
performs a broadcast search on a social network, the search 
results can be displayed and the search initiator can select any 
of the returned members of the social network that may pos 
sess information of the search topic. Selection of members of 
the social network displayed in the search results can be 
carried out by clicking on a hyperlink identifying the mem 
bers, or by any other suitable method. When one or more 
members of the social network are selected from the search 
results, an inferential link can be created between a first 
inferential-network node representing the search initiator that 
performed the selection and a second inferential-network 
node representing the selected Social-network member. In a 
specific embodiment, an inferential link is be created between 
a first inferential-network node representing the search ini 
tiator that performed the selection and a second inferential 
network node representing the selected Social-network mem 
ber. 
0320 Increating an inferential link, there is no limitation 
on the collections of linked databases that can be used in 
performing a directed search. As non-limiting examples, an 
inferential link can be created from a directed search wherein 
the anchor database is a website that is selected from among 
a collection of linked websites on the internet, wherein the 
anchor database is a website that is selected from among a 
collection of linked websites on an intranet system, wherein 
the anchor database is a node selected from among a collec 
tion of linked nodes in a social-network map, or a combina 
tion thereof. 

0321. In an embodiment, an inferential-network search 
initiator node and an inferential-network anchor-database 
node can be created simultaneously with the initiation of a 
directed search. In another embodiment, an inferential-net 
work search-initiator node and an inferential-network 
anchor-database node can be created following the perfor 
mance of a directed search. In a specific embodiment, an 
inferential-network search-initiator node and an inferential 
network anchor-database node are created before or at the 
same time as inferential link is created between them. In any 
of the above embodiments for creating an inferential-network 
node, an inferential-network Search-initiator node oran infer 
ential-network anchor-database node can be created indepen 
dently. In other words, if an inferential-network node repre 
senting a search initiator exists, but an inferential-network 
node representing an anchor database does not yet exist, then 
an embodiment provides for creating only an inferential 
network node representing the anchor database. Likewise, if 
an inferential-network node representing an anchor database 
exists, but an inferential-network node representing a search 
initiator does not yet exist, then an embodiment provides for 
creating only an inferential-network node representing the 
search initiator. 

0322. In another embodiment for creating an inferential 
network node, the inferential-network node is created as a 
function of search data, directed-search search data, broad 
cast-search search data, or a combination thereof. 
0323. In an embodiment, inferential links and inferential 
network nodes can be used to create a visual map of an 
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inferential network. An inferential-network map is a visual 
display that represents the relationships or links in an infer 
ential network. 

0324. In an embodiment, an inferential link between and 
first inferential-network node and a second inferential-net 
work node can be qualified with a subject-matter based quali 
fication. As mentioned above, an inferential link from an 
inferential-network search-initiator node to inferential-net 
work anchor-database node is based upon the inference that 
the search initiator has made in selecting the anchor database 
in conducting a directed search. In one embodiment, qualify 
ing an inferential link is based at least in part on the search 
term or search topic used to conduct the directed search. As a 
non-limiting example, if a search initiator were to conduct a 
directed search of a social network map that was the product 
of an invitation-and-acceptance process, and the search ini 
tiator (Dr. Markus) designated “Dr. Smith' or a social-net 
work node representing Dr. Smith as an anchor database for a 
search on "cancer, then an inferential link would be created 
from an inferential-network node representing Dr. Markus to 
an inferential-network node representing Dr. Smith. And the 
inferential link would be labeled as a "cancer inferential 
network link from an inferential-network node representing 
Dr. Markus to an inferential-network node representing Dr. 
Smith. 

0325 An additional embodiment provides for qualifying 
an inferential link with more than one subject-matter based 
qualification. In this embodiment, the directed-search search 
term, which was used in the directed search that gave rise to 
the inferential link, is associated with one or more related 
terms or phrases that are used to create additional Subject 
matter based labels or qualifications for the inferential link. 
So, in this embodiment, an inferential link can be qualified 
with multiple Subject-matter based qualifications, wherein 
each qualification is based at least in part on the search ini 
tiator's original directed-search search term. A non-limiting 
embodiment for providing additional subject-matter based 
qualifications for an inferential link uses a library of prede 
termined terms that have been designated in advance as being 
related to one another. And if a directed-search search initia 
tor uses a search term that is in the library of predetermined 
terms, then an inferential link arising out of that directed 
search will have multiple Subject-matter based qualifications 
as defined in the library of predetermined terms. In one 
embodiment, an inferential link has one Subject-matter based 
qualification. In another embodiment, an inferential link has 
two or more subject-matter based qualifications. In still 
another embodiment, an inferential link has three or more 
Subject-matter based qualifications. There is no limit on the 
number of Subject matter-based qualifications that an infer 
ential link can have. 

0326. An additional embodiment is directed to increasing 
the strength of an inferential link between a first inferential 
network node and a second inferential-network node. The 
strength of an inferential link increases as a function of the 
number of directed searches that a directed-search search 
initiator performs wherein the search initiator uses the same 
anchor database in combination with the same search term or 
search topic. In other words, an inferential link increases in 
strength as a directed-search search initiator performs 
repeated directed searches using the same anchor database in 
combination with the same or similar search terms. In one 
embodiment, an inferential link increases directly in propor 
tion with the number of directed searches that a search initia 
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tor performs by using the same anchor database in combina 
tion with the same or similar search terms. There is no 
limitation on the types of mathematical functions that can be 
used to determine the strength of an inferential link based 
upon the number of directed searches that a search initiator 
performs by using the same anchor database in combination 
with the same or similar search terms. Additionally, there are 
no limitations on the functions that can be performed on 
inferential-network data in order to arrive at the strength of an 
inferential link. 

0327. Another embodiment is directed to decreasing the 
strength of an inferential link as a function of time. Stated 
differently, once an inferential link is created between a first 
inferential-network node and a second inferential-network 
node, an embodiment of this technology provides for decreas 
ing the strength of that inferential link over time. A further 
embodiment of the technology provides for decreasing the 
strength of an inferential network to such an extent that the 
inferential link will cease to exist given enough time. There is 
no limitation on the rate at which an inferential link will 
decrease in strength. Additionally, there are no limitations on 
the functions that can be performed on inferential-network 
data in order to arrive at a rate for decreasing the strength of 
inferential link. 

0328 FIG. 22 represents illustrative relationships 
between inferential-network nodes A-K within an inferential 
network according to an embodiment of the present technol 
ogy. The inferential-network nodes A-K, can represent any 
entity capable of possessing information regarding one or 
more topics and include: people, websites, books, documents, 
microfiche, motion pictures, video or audio broadcasts, draw 
ings, illustrations, and so on. The spatial arrangement of the 
nodes in the figure is merely intended to illustrate interaction 
between the nodes, and is not considered to limit the scope of 
the present technology. The inferential-network node located 
at the start of a line extending between two inferential-net 
work nodes, which represents an inferential link, will be 
referred to as an inferential-network search-initiator node for 
that particular inferential link. Likewise, the inferential-net 
work node adjacent to the arrow at the terminal end of each 
link between two inferential-network nodes will be consid 
ered an inferential-network anchor-database node as speci 
fied by the corresponding search initiator. It is apparent from 
FIG. 22 that an inferential-network node can represent both a 
search initiator and an anchor database. Further, the term or 
phrase intersecting each inferential link indicates the context 
or subject of the information sought by the search initiator in 
initiating the search. Still further, the relative strength of an 
inferential link can be assessed from the thickness of the line 
(a visual indicator). 
0329. An inferential network such as that shown in FIG.22 
can be created and developed over time by the system and 
method of the present technology. The inferential network 
will evolve as search initiators conduct directed searches or 
the equivalent of directed searches over time to reflect the 
perceived possession of knowledge amongst members of the 
inferential network pertaining to a variety of topics. In the 
general sense, an inferential link is created as a result of a 
directed search initiated by a search initiator. In conducting 
the directed search, the search initiator specifies a search 
string that can be a Subject, keyword, phrase, person, a com 
bination thereof, or any other item that the search initiator 
seeks information about, along with an anchor database that 
the search initiator believes possesses the information sought. 
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An anchor database can refer to any person, website, publi 
cation, database, social-network member, or any other poten 
tial source of information that the search initiator believes has 
the information he or she is searching for. 
0330. An additional embodiment is directed to qualifying 
an inferential-network node. Non-limiting examples of use 
ful qualifications include 1) qualifying the inferential-net 
work node as a node that represents a database that is most 
likely to have information on a search topic relative to other 
databases represented by nodes in an inferential network, and 
2) qualifying the node as a node that represents a database that 
is more likely than not to have information on a search topic 
relative to other databases represented by nodes in an infer 
ential network. There is no limitation on the types of qualifi 
cations that can be used to qualify an inferential-network 
node. Additionally, there are no limitations on the functions 
that can be performed on inferential-network data in order to 
arrive at a qualification for an inferential-network node. 
0331. In one embodiment, an inferential-network node is 
qualified at least in part based upon on the strength of infer 
ential links to the inferential-network node. As mentioned 
above, the directionality of an inferential link between a first 
inferential-network node and a second inferential-network 
node is from the first inferential-network node that represents 
a directed-search search initiator to the second inferential 
network node that represents the anchor database used in the 
search initiator's directed search. So in one embodiment, an 
inferential link is an indicator of which database (anchor 
database) the directed-search search initiator believes is most 
likely to possess information on a search topic. In an addi 
tional embodiment, the strength of the inferential link reflects 
the strength of the inference that the directed-search search 
initiator is drawing on a specific database or a specific node 
representing a database. For example, if a search initiator 
designates a specific database as an anchor database in a 
directed search, then the strength of the inference represented 
by that single directed search is not as strong as if that same 
search initiator performed ten directed searches that used the 
same anchor database in combination with the same or a 
similar search term or topic. As the strength of the inferential 
link increases so does the likelihood that the anchor database 
actually possesses information on the directed-search search 
topic. 
0332 Therefore, for example, if eight directed-search 
search initiators perform directed searches independent of 
each other, but use the same anchor database in combination 
with the same or a similar search term, then the likelihood that 
the anchor database actually possesses information on the 
search topic increases because there will be eight inferential 
links to the inferential-network node that represents the 
anchor database. Furthermore the Subject-matter qualifica 
tions of the eight links will be the same. So qualifying the 
inferential-network node as a node that represents a database 
that is most likely to have information on a search topic 
relative to other databases represented by nodes in an infer 
ential network can be a function of both the strength and 
number of inferential links leading to the inferential-network 
node that represents the anchor database. Stated differently, 
an inferential-network node can be qualified as a function of 
the strength of one or more inferential links in one or more 
inferential networks. 

0333. An additional embodiment is directed to establish 
ing an inferential-network path from a first inferential-net 
work node to a second inferential-network node. In one 
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embodiment, an inferential-network path from a first inferen 
tial-network node to a second inferential-network node is 
established by selecting an existing inferential-network path 
from among paths in an inferential network. In an additional 
embodiment for establishing an inferential-network path 
from a first inferential-network node to a second inferential 
network node, the first inferential-network node and the sec 
ond inferential-network node are part of the same inferential 
network. 

0334. Where the first inferential-network node and the 
second inferential-network node are part of the same inferen 
tial network, the inferential network may provide for any 
number of inferential-network paths between the first infer 
ential-network node and the second inferential-network 
node. And the actual number of inferential-network paths 
between the first inferential-network node and the second 
inferential-network node is in no way a limitation on the 
present technology. In one embodiment, computer-readable 
logic actually establishes an inferential-network path by 
selecting an existing inferential-network path from among 
those available in the inferential network, wherein the 
selected path connects the first inferential-network node to 
the second inferential-network node. The computer-readable 
logic can select any inferential-network path from the infer 
ential network, as long as the selected path connects the first 
inferential-network node to the second inferential-network 
node. In one embodiment, the computer-readable logic 
selects an existing path from the inferential network, wherein 
relative to all of the paths from the first inferential-network 
node to the second inferential-network node, the selected path 
has the fewest number of intervening nodes between the first 
inferential-network node to the second inferential-network 
node. 

0335. In an additional embodiment, the computer-read 
able logic selects an inferential-network path from the first 
inferential-network node to the second inferential-network 
node, wherein the selected path has the least number of inter 
vening nodes between the first inferential-network node and 
the second inferential-network node relative to other inferen 
tial-network paths from the first inferential-network node to 
the second inferential-network node. 

0336. In still another embodiment, the computer-readable 
logic selects an inferential-network path from the first infer 
ential-network node to the second inferential-network node, 
wherein the sum of the strengths of the inferential links in the 
selected path is the greatest relative to other inferential-net 
work paths having the least number of intervening nodes 
between the first inferential-network node and the second 
inferential-network node. 

0337. In yet another embodiment, the computer-readable 
logic selects an inferential-network path from the first infer 
ential-network node to the second inferential-network node, 
wherein the first inferential-network node represents an infer 
ential-network search initiator and the second inferential 
network node represents a database that is most likely to have 
information on a search topic relative to other databases rep 
resented by nodes in the inferential network. In another 
embodiment, the second inferential-network node has been 
qualified as a node representing a database that is most likely 
to have information on a search topic relative to other data 
bases represented by nodes in an inferential network. In yet 
another embodiment, the second inferential-network node 
has been qualified as a node representing a database that is 
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more likely than not to have information on a search topic 
relative to other databases represented by nodes in an infer 
ential network. 
0338. In yet another embodiment, this technology is 
directed to providing a historical list of directed-search search 
terms or directed-search search topics that were anchored to 
an anchor database. Computer-readable logic can be used to 
perform this embodiment by recording the directed-search 
search terms or directed-search search topics that have been 
anchored to a particular database during a directed search. A 
further embodiment provides for using computer-readable 
logic to make the directed-search search terms available in a 
visual display or other known methods for displaying or 
providing information. Any method for recording data can be 
used to record the directed-search search data. One embodi 
ment for initiating the display of the directed-search search 
terms or directed-search search topics that were anchored to 
an anchor database uses an electronic command. As non 
limiting examples, electronically pressing an electronically 
executable command button associated with an anchor-data 
base node or an inferential-network anchor-database node 
can cause the historical list of directed-search search terms or 
directed-search search topics that were anchored to the 
anchor database to be displayed. 
0339. Another embodiment of the technology is directed 
to constructing one or more inferential networks. In particu 
lar, an embodiment of this technology provides a method or 
system for substituting a portion of a first inferential network 
with at least a portion of a second inferential network. More 
specifically, an embodiment of the technology is directed to 
substituting a portion of a first inferential network with at 
least a portion of a second inferential network, wherein the 
portion of the first inferential network is an inferential-net 
work path and the portion of the second inferential network is 
an inferential-network path. Computer-readable logic can be 
used to perform any of the inferential network or inferential 
network path substitutions. In order to substitute a first infer 
ential-network path with at least a portion of a second infer 
ential-network path, the first inferential-network path at least 
in part has the form: 

and the portion of the second inferential-network path has the 
form: 

D.--D,--Dr. 

0340 wherein each D represents an inferential-network 
node: 
0341 wherein D represents a first inferential-network 
node: 
(0342 wherein D represents a second inferential-network 
node: 
0343 wherein each D represents an intervening inferen 
tial-network node between D and D, 
0344 wherein “y” is an integer greater than or equal to 
Zero; 
0345 wherein “Z” is an integer greater than or equal to 
Zero; and 
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0346 wherein each “- represents a link between two 
inferential-network nodes. 
As non-limiting examples, two exemplary inferential-net 
work paths that fall within the scope of the general form: 

is a first inferential-network path having four intervening 
inferential-network nodes: 

D-D-D-D-D-D 

and a second inferential-network path having five intervening 
inferential-network nodes: 

D-D-D-D-D-D-D 

Other non-limiting examples of two exemplary inferential 
network paths that fall within the scope of the general form: 

D.--D, is Dr. 

is a third inferential-network path having one intervening 
inferential-network node: 

D-D-D 

and a fourth inferential-network path having two intervening 
inferential-network nodes: 

D-D-D-D 

0347 A non-limiting visual example of one of the 
embodiments for substituting a first inferential-network path 
with at least a portion of a second inferential-network path is 
provided below. 
0348 A first inferential-network path from D to D7: 

D—D—D—D—Ds De D7 

0349 wherein the portion of the first inferential-network 
path represented by: 

- -D-D-D-Ds-De-H 

is substituted with a second inferential-network path: 
- -D-D-Do-D-H 

thereby producing a new inferential-network path: 
D—D—Ds—Do De D7 

In the above non-limiting example of substituting a first infer 
ential-network path with at least a portion of a second infer 
ential-network path, the new social-network path has a dif 
ferent intervening path than the intervening path in the first 
inferential-network path. 
0350 Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to copying or altogether removing a portion of an inferential 
network and substituting that portion back into a different 
section of the same inferential network. This same-inferen 
tial-network substitution embodiment is performed in a simi 
lar manner as the above-described substitution method for 
Substituting a portion of a first inferential network into a 
second inferential network, with the exception that in this 
embodiment the portion of the network that is copied or 
altogether removed is substituted back into a different loca 
tion of the same inferential network from which it was taken. 
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0351. To further define the use of computer readable logic 
in a Substitution embodiment of this technology, computer 
readable logic can be used to define the portions of a first 
inferential network that are to be substituted into a different 
portion of the first inferential network or that are to be sub 
stituted into a second inferential network. In order to define 
the inferential-network portions that are to be substituted or 
Substituted into, an embodiment provides that the computer 
readable logic identifies an existing path between two infer 
ential-network nodes, and then locates alternate paths 
between the two inferential-network nodes from among paths 
in existing inferential networks. 
0352. There is no limit on the different types of substitu 
tions that can be made into an inferential network or inferen 
tial-network path. In one embodiment, the substitution 
replaces or removes at least one inferential-network node in 
the intervening-node portion of an inferential-network path. 
In another embodiment, the substitution adds one or more 
additional inferential-network nodes to the intervening-node 
portion of an inferential-network path. In still another 
embodiment of the technology, the Substitution replaces one 
or more intervening inferential-network nodes, removes one 
or more intervening inferential-network nodes, adds at least 
one or more intervening inferential-network nodes, rear 
ranges one or more intervening inferential-network nodes, or 
a combination thereof to the intervening-node portion of an 
inferential-network path. 
0353 Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to constructing an inferential network by grafting a section of 
a first inferential network onto at least one node in a second 
inferential-network. Still another embodiment of this tech 
nology is directed to copying or removing a section of a first 
inferential network and grafting it onto a different portion of 
the first inferential network. Grafting occurs when at least a 
portion of an inferential network is copied or removed from 
one section of the inferential network and directly linked to a 
node in another section of the inferential network. Grafting 
also occurs when a portion of a first inferential network is 
copied or removed from a section of the first inferential net 
work and directly linked to a node in a second inferential 
network. 
0354 Below is a non-limiting visual example of a portion 
of a first inferential network that is grafted onto a second 
inferential network. The portion of the first inferential net 
work represented by: 

D1'D, 
/ V 
D D 

0355 wherein each “D is an inferential-network node 
from the first inferential network; and 
0356 wherein each “- is an inferential link between the 
inferential-network nodes, the portion of the second inferen 
tial network represented by: 

D-D 
V 

0357 wherein each “D is an inferential-network node 
from the second inferential network; and 
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0358 wherein each '-' is an inferential-network link 
between the inferential-network nodes, and the portion of the 
first inferential networkgrafted onto the portion of the second 
inferential network represented by: 

0359 wherein “D,”, “D, and “-areas described above: 
and 
0360 wherein “D-D' represents the point of grafting. 
0361 Computer-readable logic can be used to perform the 
grafting of one or more collections of linked databases onto a 
node or another collection of linked databases. 
0362. In one grafting embodiment, inferential networks 
serve as non-limiting examples of collections of linked data 
bases having highly-branched architectures upon which the 
method or system for grafting can be applied. 
0363. In one embodiment, the grafting method or system 
can be applied to grafting one inferential network to another 
inferential network wherein at least a portion of each of the 
inferential-network architectures can be described by the 
expression: 

D,--D 

0364 wherein D, is a seed inferential-network node: 
0365 wherein each D represents an inferential-network 
node: 
0366 wherein each '-' represents an inferential-network 
link between two inferential-network nodes; and 
0367 wherein “a” is an integer greater than or equal to 1. 
0368. As a non-limiting example, an architecture of an 
inferential network that falls within the scope of the expres 
sion: 

0369 wherein “a” is 4, 
is presented: 

D. W 
D D 

0370. In another embodiment, the grafting method or sys 
tem can be applied to grafting one inferential-network to 
another inferential-network wherein at least a portion of each 
of the inferential-network architectures can be described by 
the expression: 

D,--D-i t-D), 

0371 wherein D, is a seed inferential-network node: 
0372 wherein D represents an inferential-network node: 
0373 wherein each '-' represents an inferential-network 
link between two inferential-network nodes; 
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0374 wherein a is an integer greater than or equal to 1: 
0375 wherein b is an integer greater than or equal to 0; and 
0376 wherein the value of each b is independently 
selected. 
0377 As non-limiting examples, two architectures of 
inferential networks that fall within the scope of the expres 
sion: 

D,--D-i -D), 

0378 wherein “a” is 4 and wherein each “b' is 1, are 
presented: 

D D 

R 7P YD p^ 
D. N / 
/ V D. 
D D p^ YD 
1 \ / N 
D D and D D 

0379 Still further, in another embodiment, the grafting 
method or system can be applied to grafting one inferential 
network to another inferential network wherein at least a 
portion of each of the inferential-network architectures can be 
described by the expression: 

D,--D-i -D-i t-D). 

0380 wherein D, is a seed inferential-network node: 
0381 wherein each D represents an inferential-network 
node: 
0382 wherein each '-' represents an inferential-network 
link between two inferential-network nodes; 
0383 wherein eacha is an integer greater than or equal to 
One: 
0384 wherein each b is an integer greater than or equal to 
0: 
0385 wherein each c is an integer greater than or equal to 
0; and 
0386 wherein each b and c is independently selected. 
0387 As a non-limiting example, an architecture of an 
inferential network that falls within the scope of the expres 
sion: 

D,--D- -D-FD). 

0388 wherein “a” “b, and “care as described above, is 
presented: 

0389. Yet another embodiment of this technology is 
directed to simultaneously displaying inferential-network 
search results in combination with internet search results, 
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intranet system search results, or social-network-map data 
search results. In one embodiment, the internet or intranet 
search results are website search results. One embodiment for 
accomplishing this simultaneous display of search results 
uses computer-readable logic to use a first portion of a visual 
display screen, e.g., a computer monitor, to display inferen 
tial-network Search results and use a second portion of the 
visual display screen to display internet search results, intra 
net search results, or social-network-map data search results. 
One embodiment for displaying inferential-network search 
results in combination with internet, intranet, or social-net 
work-map data search results uses two separate electronic 
windows. Specifically, on a visual-display screen a first elec 
tronic window is used for displaying inferential-network 
search results, and a second electronic window is used for 
displaying internet, intranet, or Social-network-map data 
search results. There is no limitation on the percentages of a 
screen that can be used to display either the inferential-net 
work search results or the internet, intranet, or social-net 
work-map data search results. In one embodiment, at least 
50% of the visual display screen is used to display the infer 
ential-network search results. In another embodiment, at least 
10% of the visual display screen is used to display the infer 
ential-network search results. In another embodiment, at least 
50% of the visual display screen is used to display the inter 
net, intranet, or social-network-map data search results. In 
still another embodiment, at least 10% of the visual display 
screen is used to display the internet, intranet, or Social 
network-map data search results. 
0390. In one embodiment, the inferential-network search, 
the internet search, the intranet search, the Social-network 
map data search, or a combination thereofuse the same search 
term. In yet another embodiment, the inferential-network 
search, the internet search, the intranet search, the Social 
network-map data search, or a combination thereof are initi 
ated simultaneously from a single visual-display-screen 
interface with the search initiator. 

0391 Another embodiment of this technology is directed 
to visually qualifying an inferential link between two infer 
ential-network nodes in an inferential network. Visually 
qualifying an inferential link can be performed in a number of 
different ways, and this technology is not limit to any specific 
type of visual qualification. Non-limiting examples of visual 
qualifiers that can be used to visually qualify an inferential 
link between two inferential-network nodes in an inferential 
network are: a colored line, a number on or in close proximity 
to a line, a line of varying thickness, a dashed line, a dotted 
line, or a combination thereof. More specifically, a visual link 
qualification can be used to qualify any inferential link in an 
inferential network, and in one embodiment, the inferential 
network is made up either entirely or at least in part by 
inferential-network nodes. Visual qualifiers can be used to 
indicate the type of inferential link between two inferential 
network nodes. As non-limiting examples, a visual qualifier 
for an inferential link between inferential-network nodes can 
be used to describe the strength of the inferential link or the 
length of time the first inferential-network node has been 
linked to the second inferential-network node. 

0392. In one embodiment for using visual qualifiers to 
describe a link between two linked databases, the linked 
databases are linked websites. In another embodiment for 
using visual qualifiers to describe a link between two linked 
databases, the linked databases are linked social network 
nodes. 
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0393 A non-limiting example of a method for displaying 
a portion of an inferential network, and specifically an infer 
ential link between two inferential-network nodes, uses color 
to visually qualify the link. Specifically, an inferential link 
between two inferential-network nodes has the form: 

D- C -D 

0394 wherein “D,” is a first inferential-network node, 
0395 wherein “D is a second inferential-network node, 
0396 wherein “-” represents an inferential link between 
the first inferential-network node and the second inferential 
network node, 
0397 wherein “c” represents a color designation of the “-” 
link between the first inferential-network node and the second 
inferential-network node, and 
0398 wherein the color designation of the “-” link quali 
fies the inferential link as any of two or more possible link 
qualifications. 
0399. An additional non-limiting example of a method for 
displaying a portion of an inferential network, and specifi 
cally an inferential link between two inferential-network 
nodes, uses a number to visually qualify the link. Specifically, 
an inferential link between two inferential-network nodes has 
the form: 

D -D 

04.00 wherein “D is a first inferential-network node, 
04.01 wherein “D is a second inferential-network node, 
0402 wherein “-” represents an inferential link between 
the first inferential-network node and the second inferential 
network node, and 
0403 wherein “n” is a number that qualifies the inferential 
link between the first inferential-network node and the second 
inferential-network node. 
04.04 This technology also provides for using computer 
readable logic that searches inferential-network data for mul 
tiple terms or phrases by initiating the search with a single 
search term. In other words, an embodiment is directed to 
using a single term or phrase to initiate a multi-term search of 
inferential-network data. Computer-readable logic initiates a 
multi-term search of the inferential-network data by first 
identifying one or more terms or phrases that will be searched 
in addition to the single search term or phrase that was entered 
by a user or searcher. The computer-readable logic does this 
by associating the single search term or phrase with a prede 
termined set of additional search terms or search phrases that 
have been pre-selected to be searched in addition to the single 
search term or phrase. The computer-readable logic then 
applies both the single search term or phrase and the prede 
termined set of additional search terms or search phrases in a 
search of one or more databases of inferential-network data. 
04.05 Additionally, if a search term or search phrase used 
in an inferential-network data search does not literally match 
any terms or phrases in the inferential-network data, the 
present technology has provided computer-readable logic for 
matching specific conditions, treatments, pharmaceutical 
drugs, and medical specialties to selected search terms and 
phrases. Therefore, computer-readable logic will search for at 
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least one predetermined search term or phase that has been 
associated with the initial search term or phrase. And 
although there may be no literal match to the initial search 
term, meaningful search results can still be generated based 
upon the Social search engine's computer-readable logic 
searching for additional related terms or phrases. 
0406 An embodiment of this technology is also directed 
to using inferential network data to order search results. 
Stated differently, search results can be ordered as a function 
of inferential-network data, e.g., strengths of inferential links 
or inferential-network node qualifications. The method by 
which the search results are obtained is in no way a limitation 
on the technology, e.g., the search results can be obtained by 
a broadcast search, a directed search, or any other known 
search method. In an embodiment, ordering of search results 
can be accomplished by first identifying inferential-network 
nodes that represent each of the search results, and then using 
the inferential-network data relating to each of the inferential 
network nodes to assign an order to the results. As a non 
limiting example, if a broadcast search returns three search 
results and each of the search results is represented by an 
inferential-network node in an inferential network, then the 
three search results could be ordered in descending order as a 
function of the combined strengths of all inferential links 
leading to each of the nodes, wherein the links are qualified 
with the search term or search topic. To illustrate this point, if 
each of the one or more inferential links leading to each of the 
three nodes all had the same strength and were qualified with 
the search term or search topic, then the ordering of search 
results would be based upon which of the three nodes had the 
greatest number of inferential links leading to it. Alterna 
tively, the search results could be ordered as a function of one 
or more inferential-network node qualifications, wherein 
each of the inferential-network nodes relates to one of the 
search results. 

0407. An inferential network can exist in cyberspace or 
any other medium Suitable for collecting, holding, or describ 
ing data relating thereto. Further, computer-readable logic 
can be used to performany of the above embodiments relating 
to inferential networks. 

0408. As discussed above, researchers, professionals, aca 
demics, and others will often seek information about a topic 
using the Internet or a local-area network. Still others have 
access to a proprietary electronic library, journal or other 
reference materials that can be stored in and retrieved either 
from a network or a local memory Such as a hard disk drive. 
An example of such materials, referred to generally herein as 
electronic documents, is the Physicians’ Desk Reference 
(“PDR). The PDR can be retrieved via the Internet from a 
host server, retrieved from a private server over a local-area 
network, or it can be downloaded and saved on a hard disk 
drive, flash memory, or any other electronic storage medium. 
Some physicians prefer to carry handheld, or laptop portable 
computer terminals that can access and display selected por 
tions of the PDR when the physicians are in settings that do 
not permit access to a desktop computer terminal. 
04.09 Electronic documents used for reference purposes 
typically contain Volumes of information about a broad range 
of topics. The PDR, for example, is a source of information 
about a wide variety of medical-related topics organized in a 
logical manner that allows physicians to rapidly locate and 
retrieve the desired information. The information sought by a 
physician is usually described by text, which is optionally 
accompanied by illustrative figures. Topics in the PDR often 
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include many underlying Subtopics. The broad topic of can 
cer, for example, may include textual information about diag 
nosis, symptoms, treatments, medications, research, and so 
on. As previously mentioned, physicians probably have dif 
ferent contacts that they are comfortable conferring with 
about the different subtopics of a broad topic such as cancer. 
However, as the number of a physician's first-degree contacts, 
and thus the size of the physician's personal communication 
network increases, it will likely become difficult to maintain 
a personal knowledge of each contact’s particular area(s) of 
expertise. Thus, the present technology assists a physician, 
and, in general, any reader of an electronic document to 
readily recognize topics mentioned in the electronic docu 
ment about which the reader is likely to find useful informa 
tion from a member of the reader's personal communication 
network. 
0410 The present technology provides for automated 
identification of one or more words within an electronic docu 
ment that are related to a topic about which a contact or other 
database within the electronic-document reader's personal 
communication network possibly possesses useful informa 
tion. The present technology can further establish a hyperlink 
that can retrieve the profile of the personal-communication 
network member or other database that likely possesses use 
ful information about the topic related to the one or more 
words identified in the electronic document. 
0411 Although the present technology contemplates any 
electronic document that can be displayed by a computational 
platform such as a laptop computer, desktop computer, per 
Sonal digital assistant, portable telephone terminal, and the 
like, the PDR is described as an illustration to clearly describe 
the present technology. Further, some electronic documents 
can include text that is included as part of a figure or image. 
Such text can optionally be evaluated according to the present 
technology through optical character recognition or another 
method of transforming image text into computer-searchable 
text. 

0412 For simplicity, use of the present technology is 
described with reference to a computer terminal in the form of 
a personal digital assistant (PDA), which is shown sche 
matically in FIG. 25. Typically, a PDA 100 is a portable 
handheld device that includes a display screen 101, naviga 
tion tools 104, and actuation buttons 106 for inputting a 
selection into the PDA 100. In addition to the navigation tools 
104, a user of the PDA can select from amongst options 
displayed by the display Screen 101 and enter data using a 
stylus (not shown). A stylus is a pen-like device that can be 
safely navigated across a Surface of the display screen 101 
without significantly damaging it. Examples of a PDA 
include those manufactured under the tradename Treo by 
PalmOne, Inc., and other similar devices. Most business and 
office applications commonly found on desktop computers 
are executable by modern PDAs, including Internet applica 
tions. Access to a network Such as the Internet or a local-area 
network is accomplished with a wireless communication link 
Such as a cellular link or a wireless communication link that is 
compliant with one of the IEEE 802.11 and/or 802.16 stan 
dards for example. Other models can communicate with 
remote computational platforms via hard-wired connection. 
0413. A flow diagram graphically illustrating steps of a 
method according to an embodiment of this technology is 
shown in FIG. 26. In this embodiment, an electronic version 
of the PDR has been installed and stored in the memory of the 
PDA. Installation of the PDR can be facilitated by download 
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ing the PDR from a host server via the Internet, or by pur 
chasing the PDR in the form of a memory module such as a 
compact-flash memory card, SD memory card, and the like, 
that is compatible with the PDA. Regardless of how the PDR 
is stored in the memory of the PDR, the electronic version of 
the PDR can be retrieved and searched for desired informa 
tion even when the PDA is a stand-alone device (i.e., without 
being connected to a network). Further, the physician can 
optionally download and store at least a portion of the physi 
cian's personal communication network in the PDA's 
memory. For instance, the physician can store all contacts 
within three degrees of separation from the physician in the 
PDA's memory. Thus, when using the PDA in a stand-alone 
manner the physician can access and search her personal 
communication network out to the third degree of separation 
without requiring the PDA to be connected to a network. Each 
time the physician syncs or operably connects the PDA with 
a desktop computer terminal or other workstation, the per 
sonal communication network stored on the PDA can be 
updated to reflect any changes made to the physician's per 
Sonal communication network since the PDA was last con 
nected to the workstation. 

0414. Other embodiments of the technology described 
herein allow the physician to download and store contacts 
within two, four, five, six and any other degrees of separation 
from the physician in the PDA's memory. Additional embodi 
ments that include PDAs equipped with wireless communi 
cation features can communicate with a network to update the 
portion of the physician's personal communication network 
that is stored in the PDA's memory. Changes to the physi 
cian's personal communication network made using the PDA 
can also be reflected on the network once the changes are 
communicated to the network either wirelessly or via a hard 
wired connection such as when the PDA is synced with a 
workstation. 
0415 Assuming the availability of a network connection 
via a wireless communication link to the Internet, for 
example, a physician can comply with any security measures 
restricting use of the PDA to authorized users and log onto the 
physician's personal communication network. By logging 
onto the personal communication network, the physician is 
identifying herself as the current user of the PDA, thereby 
ensuring that any searches of a personal communication net 
work initiated with the PDA is specific to the personal com 
munication network of the logged-on physician. Thus, when 
an electronic document such as a portion of the PDR is 
retrieved and displayed by the display screen 101, the physi 
cian who is logged on is also the reader of the electronic 
document for purposes of the discussion that follows. 
0416 Referring once again to the example of the PDR, the 
physician using the PDA 100 electronically selects an appro 
priate option using the navigation tools 104, actuation buttons 
106 and/or the stylus, launching the PDR from the memory of 
the PDA. This, in turn, commences parsing of computer 
executable instructions, referred to herein as computer-read 
able logic, by a data-processor within the PDA, thereby caus 
ing the display screen 101 to display a title page or splash 
screen of the PDR. This lets the physician know that the PDR 
has been retrieved from the memory and is ready for use as a 
reference. 

0417. Once the PDR is active, a search page of the PDR 
can be displayed by the display screen 101, offering the 
physician at least one option for inputting a word or other 
criteria that will help the physician locate the desired infor 
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mation. For purposes of describing this embodiment, it is 
assumed that the physician conducted a Subject matter search 
of the PDR for information on antimalarial compounds. In 
response to the search, suppose that a portion of the PDR 
relating to recently-developed compounds Spiro and dispiro 
1,2,4-trioxolane antimalarials was returned and displayed by 
the display screen 101 of the PDA 101 as shown in FIG. 27. 
The physician reading this electronic document, referred to as 
the reader, gains an understanding of spiro and dispiro 1,2,4- 
trioxolane antimalarials, but also observes three words that 
are bolded and underscored. In FIG. 27, it can be seen that the 
words "Pharmaceuticals,” “malaria, and "cancer are bolded 
and underlined. These visual indicators distinguish those 
words from other words in the electronic document and 
inform the reader that she has one or more contacts or any 
electronic database within her personal communication net 
work that can possibly provide useful information about a 
topic related to each of those words, or that can possibly 
inform the physician where to find useful information. The 
other electronic databases can be a website, an electronic 
document stored in the local memory of the PDA, an elec 
tronic document stored in the memory of a network server, 
and the like. 

0418. An embodiment of a method of informing a reader 
of an electronic document that the reader's personal commu 
nication network includes a person who is likely to possess 
information on a topic related to a word appearing in the 
electronic document is illustrated in FIG. 26. A comparison of 
the text within the electronic document and the content in a 
profile of the member of the reader's personal communication 
network is conducted at step 310 by a computer processor 
under the direction of computer-executable instructions. The 
comparison can be done by a computer processor provided to 
a server forming part of a network, the computer terminal, or 
a combination thereof. Regardless of the entity or entities that 
performs the comparison, the comparison is conducted to 
identify a relationship at step 315 between one or more words 
in the electronic document and at least a portion of the content 
in the personal-communication-network member's profile. 
According to this embodiment, the comparison is done to 
determine if a topic exists that is related to one or more words 
in the electronic document and any content within the profile 
of the member of the reader's personal communication net 
work. Again, a comparison can also be made between the text 
in the electronic document and any other electronic database 
in the physician's personal communication network. But for 
illustrative purposes, an embodiment where the comparison 
is between the electronic-document text and content in a 
profile of a member of the physician's personal communica 
tion network is described herein. 

0419 For example, the comparison conducted for the dis 
played portion of the PDR in FIG. 27 has resulted in a finding 
that the terms “pharmaceuticals.” “malaria' and “cancer are 
each related to a topic that is also related to content in the 
profile of member(s) in the reader's personal communication 
network. It is worth noting that the topic common to each of 
these highlighted words and their respective personal-com 
munication-network member profiles is not necessarily the 
same as the highlighted words themselves. For instance, if the 
reader of the electronic document has a contact who is a 
hematologist, then malaria (which is a blood infection) could 
be considered to fall within the expertise of the hematologist, 
who assumably includes hematology-related content in his 
profile. Thus, although the word “malaria” is amongst those 
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hat have been highlighted by the system, the member of the 
reader's personal communication network that is likely to 
possess information on malaria may or may not have actual 
information about malaria itself. The system likely made the 
correlation that a hematologist possibly possesses informa 
tion about malaria by finding that malaria (a word in the 
electronic document) is related to blood (a common topic), 
and that the hematologist in the reader's personal communi 
cation network is also related to blood (from content within 
the hematologist's profile). Similar correlations have been 
made for the words “pharmaceuticals” and “cancer.” 
0420 According to one embodiment, a relationship 
between a word in the electronic document and content within 
the member of the reader's personal communication net 
work's profile can be identified by referencing a library of 
related terms and topics, or a look-up table stored electroni 
cally in memory that is accessible by at least one of a server 
and a computer terminal. For this embodiment, each topic in 
the library includes a list of words that are related to the topic. 
When the comparison of the text to the content within the 
member of the reader's personal communication network's 
profile is performed and a common topic is discovered, then 
it is determined that the member of the reader's personal 
communication network is likely to possess information 
about the topic, and the word in the text is identified by a 
visual indicator. 
0421 FIG. 28 is provided to schematically illustrate a 
relationship between text in the electronic document and 
content in the profile of the member of the reader's personal 
communication network. Obviously, this is a simplified 
example provided merely to clearly explain this aspect of the 
technology. Topics related to the text of the electronic docu 
ment 201 are compared to topics related to the profile content 
204 of the member of the reader's personal communication 
network. As it turns out in this example, the term “malaria' in 
the text of the electronic document 201 matches a term in the 
library of the topic malaria 207, and two terms included in the 
profile content 204 of the member of the reader's personal 
communication network match terms in the library of the 
topic malaria. Matching terms are illustrated by arrows in 
FIG. 28. Both the text of the electronic document and the 
content in the member of the reader's personal communica 
tion network's profile are related to malaria, and this common 
topic indicates that the member of the reader's personal com 
munication network can possibly possess useful information 
about the term “malaria' in the electronic document. It can be 
seen from FIG. 28 that even though the text of the electronic 
document 201 and the profile content 204 lack terms that 
directly match, there is nonetheless a relationship between the 
term malaria and the member of the reader's personal com 
munication network due to the member's status as a hema 
tologist, who is likely to possess useful information about 
blood-related diseases. 

0422 FIG. 29 schematically illustrates another embodi 
ment where the text in the electronic document 211 is com 
pared directly with the content 214 included in the profile of 
the member of the reader's personal communication network. 
According to this embodiment, the word “malaria' in the text 
of the electronic document closely matches, and in this case is 
identical to the word “malaria” in the profile of the member of 
the reader's personal communication network. Because of 
this match, the member of the reader's personal communica 
tion network is determined to be a likely source of informa 
tion regarding malaria, and a visual indicator is provided at 
step 320 in FIG. 26 to distinguish the word “malaria” from 
other words in the electronic document. 
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0423) Any of the embodiments can optionally employ an 
electronic library of equivalent words as a thesaurus to mini 
mize the need for identical matches of words during a com 
parison to find a correlation. The electronic thesaurus can be 
stored in computer-accessible memory in communication 
with a server or the computer terminal. For example, the 
dashed line extending between the opposite arrows represents 
an instance where the term “pharmaceuticals” in the elec 
tronic document was deemed to be analogous to the word 
“drugs” in the profile of the member of the reader's personal 
communication network. Having found Such a relationship, 
the word “pharmaceutical' is also highlighted by a visual 
indicator in the electronic document, along with the word 
"malaria' to indicate that the reader has a contact in the 
reader's personal communication network that could possibly 
possess useful information about pharmaceuticals. In each of 
the embodiments, common words such as “the' and “and” are 
omitted from the comparison since most, if not all text docu 
ments include Such words. 
0424 The preceding discussion of comparing the text of 
an electronic document to members of the reader's personal 
communication network is performed for each member of the 
reader's personal communication network. The reader can 
optionally limit the number of degrees of separation to be 
compared using a utility tool, as well as limit the members of 
the reader's personal communication network to be compared 
to a desired geographic region, medical institution, and so on. 
0425. Once a relationship between a word in the electronic 
document and the content in the profile of a member of the 
reader's personal communication network is established, a 
visual indicator is provided to identify the word and distin 
guish it from Surrounding text and other words in the elec 
tronic document. The visual indicator can be anything that 
can be displayed by the display screen 101 and identify the 
word in the electronic document having the relationship with 
content in the profile of a member of the reader's personal 
communication network. Examples of suitable visual indica 
tors include underscoring at least a portion of the word, alter 
ing a color of the word's typeface, bolding the typeface of the 
word, placing an asterisk or number next to the word, any 
combination thereof, and so on. 
0426 For lengthy electronic documents with substantial 
amounts of text, a reader is bound to be presented with a large 
number of highlighted words indicating members of the read 
er's personal communication network that could possess use 
ful information related to those words. This is especially true 
when the reader's personal communication network has 
grown to include many contacts. Thus, the technology 
described herein optionally provides for a plurality of differ 
ent visual indicators to differentiate words provided with a 
visual indicator from each other. Alternately, the different 
visual indicators can be used to indicate relative strengths of 
the relationship between highlighted words in the electronic 
document and their respective members of the reader's per 
Sonal communication network, the number of degrees of 
separation between the reader and members of the reader's 
personal communication network that are related to high 
lighted words, and the like. Likewise, visual indicators pro 
vided used to indicate a relationship between two or more 
words and the same member of the reader's personal commu 
nication network can use the same visual indicator to inform 
the reader that each relationship is with the same member of 
the reader's personal communication network. 
0427. For instance, in FIG. 27 it cabe seen that the words 
“pharmaceuticals” and “malaria' are italicized while the 
word "cancer' is not. From the discussion of FIG. 29 above, 
it was mentioned and shown in that Figure that both the word 
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“pharmaceutical' and “malaria” were related to the same 
member of the reader's personal communication network 
while the word cancer was unrelated to that member of the 
reader's personal communication network. Accordingly, the 
same visual indicator was used to identify “pharmaceutical” 
and "malaria' and a different visual indicator was used to 
identify, or highlight the word "cancer.” 
0428 Similarly, consider a scenario where an electronic 
document addressing issues pertaining to cancer includes 
many cancer-related terms identified by different visual indi 
cators. According to an embodiment, one visual indicator 
(such as underscoring) can be used to label all words related 
to first-degree members of the reader's personal communica 
tion network while another visual indicator (such as bold 
typeface) can be used to label all words related to second 
degree members of the reader's personal communication net 
work, and so on. 
0429 To facilitate identification of the member(s) of the 
reader's personal communication network that are likely to 
possess useful information about a topic related to a word in 
the electronic document, computer-executable instructions 
cause the creation of a hyperlink that directs the reader to the 
appropriate member of the reader's personal communication 
network. A hyperlink is a reference in an electronic document 
to another electronic documentor other electronic resource. It 
can be used to fetch the resource referenced. This fetched 
reference can then be saved, viewed, displayed as part of the 
referencing document or in a pop-up window, or otherwise 
observed by the reader. There area number of ways to format 
and present hyperlinks in an electronic document. An 
example of formatting a hyperlink is the embedded hyperlink, 
which is a link that occurs within a sentence. The word 
“malaria' in FIG.27 is an example of an embedded hyperlink. 
Clicking on the word "malaria' can open a pop-up window to 
be displayed by the display screen 101 and cause the per 
Sonal-communication-network paths between the reader and 
any members of the reader's personal communication net 
work that could possibly possess useful information related to 
malaria. Examples discussing the display of personal-com 
munication-network paths were presented above. The hyper 
link can be provided to the visual indicator, the word itself, or 
any combination thereof. 
0430. In light of the foregoing, it should thus be evident 
that the technology described herein substantially improves 
the art. While, in accordance with the patent statutes, only 
Some embodiments of the present technology have been 
described in detail hereinabove, the invention is not to be 
limited thereto or thereby. Rather, the scope of the invention 
shall include all modifications and variations that fall within 
the scope of the attached claims. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A method of informing a reader of an electronic docu 

ment that a reader's personal communication network 
includes a database that is likely to possess information on a 
topic related to a word appearing in the electronic document, 
the method comprising the steps of 

comparing text recited in the electronic document and con 
tent within the database in the reader's personal commu 
nication network, the personal communication network 
being a type of social network that is based upon com 
munication links between electronically stored data 
bases; 

identifying a relationship between the word appearing in 
the electronic document and the content within the data 
base in the reader's personal communication network, 
and 
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displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the word from 
other words in the electronic document that are unre 
lated to the content within the database in the reader's 
personal communication network. 

2. The method according to claim 1 further comprising the 
step of establishing a hyperlink from the word appearing in 
the electronic document to the database in the reader's per 
Sonal communication network. 

3. The method according to claim 1, further comprising the 
step of establishing a hyperlink from the visual indicator to 
the database in the reader's personal communication network. 

4. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
identifying the relationship comprises the steps of: 

searching the text recited in the electronic document; 
searching the content within the database in the reader's 

personal communication network; and 
determining whether the topic is related to at least one word 

of text recited in the electronic document and at least a 
portion of the content within the database in the reader's 
personal communication network. 

5. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
displaying the visual indicator comprises the step of 

altering a color of the word to a color that distinguishes the 
word from Surrounding text in the electronic document. 

6. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
displaying the visual indicator comprises the step of 

underscoring the word to a color that distinguishes the 
word from Surrounding text in the electronic document. 

7. The method according to claim 1, wherein the step of 
displaying the visual indicator comprises the steps of 

altering a color of the word to a color that distinguishes the 
word from Surrounding text in the electronic document; 
and 

underscoring the word to a color that distinguishes the 
word from Surrounding text in the electronic document. 

8. A system for informing a reader of an electronic docu 
ment that the reader's personal communication network 
includes a database that is likely to possess information on a 
topic related to a word appearing in the electronic document, 
the system comprising a network that includes a server and a 
remotely-located terminal in communication with the server 
over a communication link, 

wherein at least one of the server and the terminal com 
prises: 

means for comparing text recited in the electronic docu 
ment and content within the database in the reader's 
personal communication network, the personal commu 
nication network being a type of Social network that is 
based upon communication links between electronically 
stored databases; 

means for identifying a relationship between the word 
appearing in the electronic document and at least a por 
tion of the content within the database in the reader's 
personal communication network; and 

means for displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the 
word from other words in the electronic document that 
are unrelated to the content within the database in the 
reader's personal communication network. 

9. The system according to claim8, wherein at least one of 
the server and the terminal further comprises an electronic 
library of terms and topics related to the word. 

10. The system according to claim8, wherein at least one of 
the server and the terminal further comprises means for estab 
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lishing a hyperlink from the word to the database in the 
reader's personal communication network. 

11. The system according to claim8, wherein at least one of 
the server and the terminal further comprises means for estab 
lishing a hyperlink from the visual indicator to the database in 
the reader's personal communication network. 

12. The system according to claim8, wherein the means for 
identifying the relationship comprises. 

means for searching the text recited in the electronic docu 
ment; 

means for searching the content within the database in the 
reader's personal communication network; and 

means for determining whether the topic is related to at 
least one word of text recited in the electronic document 
and at least a portion of the content within the database 
in the reader's personal communication network. 

13. The system according to claim8, wherein the electronic 
document is stored in a memory of the terminal. 

14. The system according to claim8, wherein the electronic 
document is a web page retrieved from a host server in com 
munication with the network. 

15. The system according to claim 14, wherein the web 
page displays search results returned in response to at least 
one of a directed search and abroadcast search of the reader's, 
personal communication network. 

16. A computer-readable medium having computer-ex 
ecutable instructions for performing a method comprising the 
steps of: 

identifying a word included in an electronic document that 
is related to a topic about which a reader of the electronic 
document can likely obtain useful information from a 
database in the reader's personal communication net 
work, the personal communication network being a type 
of Social network that is based upon communication 
links between electronically stored databases; and 

displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the word from 
other words included in the electronic document. 

17. The computer-readable medium according to claim 16 
further comprising computer-executable instructions for per 
forming the step of: 

establishing a hyperlink between the word distinguished 
by the visual indicator to the database in reader's per 
Sonal communication network. 

18. The computer-readable medium according to claim 16, 
wherein the step of identifying the word comprises the steps 
of: 

comparing text in the electronic document to content 
within the database in the reader's personal communi 
cation network; and 

identifying a topic common to both the word in the elec 
tronic document and the content within the database in 
the reader's personal communication network. 

19. A method of identifying and linking a database in a 
reader's personal communication network with a related term 
in an electronic document, the method comprising: 

comparing text recited in the electronic document with 
databases in the reader's personal communication net 
work to determine a related database, the personal com 
munication network being a type of Social network that 
is based upon communication links between electroni 
cally stored databases; 
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identifying a relationship between the related term in the 
electronic document and content within the related data 
base in the reader's personal communication network; 
and 

displaying a visual indicator distinguishing the related 
term from text in the electronic document that is unre 
lated to the content in the databases in the reader's per 
Sonal communication network. 

20. The method according to claim 19 further comprising 
the step of establishing a hyperlink from the related term or 
the visual indicator, to the related database in the reader's 
personal communication network. 

21. The method according to claim 19, wherein the step of 
comparing text in the electronic document with the databases 
in the reader's personal communication network comprises 
the steps of: 

searching the text recited in the electronic document; 
searching content of a profile portion of the databases in the 

reader's personal communication network; and 
determining whether the text recited in the electronic docu 

ment is related to a term recited in the profile portion of 
the databases in the reader's personal communication 
network. 

22. The method according to claim 19, further comprising 
the step of: 

differentiating the related term from a second related term; 
and 

displaying the visual indicator of the related term in a 
manner that distinguishes it from the second related 
term. 

23. The method of claim 22, wherein the related term is 
linked to the related database and the second term is linked to 
a second related database; and 

the related term is differentiated from the second related 
term based on a different number of degrees of separa 
tion that the first and second related databases are from 
a selected database in the reader's personal communica 
tion network, the selected database being designated by 
the reader as being likely to have searchable data that is 
related to at least a portion of the sought-after data. 

24. The method of claim 22, wherein the related term is 
differentiated from the second related term based on relative 
strengths of the relationships between the reader and a mem 
ber identified with the related database, and between the 
reader and a member identified with a second related database 
associated with the second related term. 

25. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of: 
limiting the databases compared in the comparing step to a 

reader-selected number of degrees of separation from a 
Selected database in the reader's personal communica 
tion network, selected database being designated by the 
reader as being likely to have searchable data that is 
related to at least a portion of the sought-after data. 

26. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of: 
limiting the databases compared in the comparing step to 

one or more databases identified with one or more mem 
bers of the reader's personal communication network 
that are located in a desired geographic region or affili 
ated with a desired medical institution. 

27. The method of claim 19, wherein the related term and 
the related database is determined by referencing a library of 
related terms and topics. 

28. The method of claim 27, wherein the related term in the 
electronic document is a first term in the library of related 
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terms and topics and content in the related database is a 
second, related term in the library of related terms and topics. 

29. The method of claim 19, wherein the electronic docu 
ment is a reference source containing Volumes of information 
about a broad range of topics. 

30. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of 
establishing a hyperlink from the related term or the visual 
indicator to a profile of the member in the reader's personal 
communication network that is identified with the related 
database. 

31. The method of claim 30, wherein a path that connects 
the reader to the member that is identified with the related 
database is displayed. 

32. The method of claim 19, further comprising the step of 
comparing text recited in the electronic document with other 
electronic documents or websites to determine additional 
related databases. 

33. The method of claim 1, wherein the related term is a 
topic having Sub-topics; 

the method further comprising the steps of: 
identifying the Sub-topics of the topic by accessing a 

library of related terms and topics; and 
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comparing the Sub-topics recited in the electronic docu 
ment with the databases in the reader's personal com 
munication network. 

34. The method of claim 19, wherein the related term is 
linked to the related database and the second term is linked to 
a second related database; and 

the related term is differentiated from the second related 
term based on a different number of degrees of separa 
tion that the first and second related databases are from 
the reader. 

35. The method of claim 1, wherein the personal commu 
nication network is stored on a computer network. 

36. The method of claim 35, wherein the personal commu 
nication network is accessible to users over the Internet. 

37. The method of claim 1, wherein the content is in the 
medical or legal profession. 

38. The method of claim 1, wherein the word appearing in 
the electronic document is distinguished from other words in 
the electronic document that are of a different topic. 

39. The method of claim 1, wherein the word distinguished 
in the electronic document is on a distinct topic than the other 
words in the electronic document. 
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